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CINCHO-QUININE.
INCIIO)QUININE, which was placed in the han s of physicians in 1869, has been tested in ail parts of the countrY,

cand the te8tiînony ins its favor is decided and unequivocal. It contains the important constituents of Peruviaa Barc,

Quinia, Quinidia, Cinchonia and Uinchonidia, in their alkaloidal condition, and no external agents.
UNIVERSITY OP PENNSYLVANIA, Jan. 22, 1875.

"I have tested CINCHo-QUiNINE, and have found it to contain quinine, quinidine. cinchonine, and cinchonidine."
F. A. OENTH, Prof. of Chernistry and Mineralogy.

LABORATORY OF THH UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, February 1, 1875.

"I hereby certify that I have made a chemical examination of the contents of a bottle of CINCHO-QUININE, and by direc-

tion I made a qualitative examination for quinine, quinidine, and cinchonine, and hereby certify that I found theme alka-

Ipids in CIquO-QUININe" C. GILBERT WHEELER, Professor of Chemistry.

lI have made a careful analysis of the contents of a bottie of your CINCHO-QUININE, and find it to contain quinine,

quinidine, cinchonine, and einchonidine.' S. P. SHARPLES, State Asaayer of Maso.

In no other form are contained the important alka-

loidal principles of Bark, so as to be accessible to

inedical gentlemen.

In it is found Quinidia, which is believed to be a

better anti-periodic than Quinine ; and the alkaloids

actingin association, unquestionably produce favor-

able remedial influences which can be obtaimed from

no one alone.

In addition to its superior efficacy as a tonic and

anti-periodic, it bas the following advantages which

greatly increase its value to physicians :-

est. Itexerts the full therapeutic influence of Sul-

phate of Quinine, in the same doses, without oppses-s
ing the stomach, cveating nausea, or producing'
cerebral distress, as the Sulphate of Quinine frc-

quently does, and it produces much less constitutinnal

disturbance.
2d. It hals the great advantage of being nearly

tasteless. The bitter is very slight, and not un-

pleasant to the most sensitive or delicate wonan or

thild.
3d. It is less castly; the price will fluctuate with the

rise and fall of barks; but will always be much less

than the Sulphate of Quinine.
4th. It meets indications not met 1y that Salt.

Middleburg, Pa.,
April 13, 1875.

Gentlemen. I cannot refrain trom giving you my
testimony regarding CiNCHO-QUININE

In a practice of twenty years, eight of which wer,

la connection with a drug store. I have used Quimine
in such cases as are generally recommended by th(

Profession. In the last four or five years I have used

ery frequently your CINCHo-QUININE in place oi

Quinine, and i have never been disappointed i my

expectations. Yr c EM

Gents: It may be of some satisfaction to you to
know that I have used the alkaloid for two years or

nearly,' in my practice, and I have found it reliable,
and ail I think that you claim for it. For children

and those of irritable stomachs, as well as those too
easily quininized by the Sulphate, the Cincho acts

like a charm, and we can hardly see how we did with-

out it so long. I hope the supply will continue.
Yours, with due regard,

J. R. TAYLoR, Kosse, Texas.

I have used your CINCHo-QUININE exclusively for

our years in this malarial region.
It is as qctive an anti-periodic as the Sulphate, and

nore agrecable to administer. It gives great satisfao--
don. D. H. CHAsE, M.D., Louisville, Ky

I have used the CINCHO-QUINiNE ever since its

introduction, and am so well satisfied with its resuiLs
:hat I use it in ail cases in which I formerly used the

iulphate, and in intermittents it can be given during
-he paroxysm of fever with perfect4safety, and thus

ose no time.
W. E. SCHENCK, M.D., Pekin, 11.

I am using CINCHO-QUININE, and find it to act as

eliably and efficiently as the Sulphate.
In the case of children, I. employ it almost exclu-

;ively, and deemits action upn them more beneficial

i .han that of the time-honored Sulphate.
W. C. bCHULTZE, M.D.,

Marengo, Iowaa

CiNCHO-QUiNINt in my practice has given the-best

f results, being in my estimation tar superior to Sul-

)hate of Quinine, andjhas many advantages over the

3ulphate. G. 1NeALLs, M.D.
Northampton, Mass.

Your CiNcHo-QUININE I have used with marked

success. I prefer it in every way to the Sulphate.
D. MAcÎAY, M.D , Dallas, Texas

We will oend a semple package, for trial, cotaining fifty grains of CiNcuo-QUINIiEE, on recelpt of twenty-
4 ve o es., or

ene ounce on receipt o one dollar and slzty cents, post paid. Special prices given for orders amnolatD5o on hdeé

ones and upwards.
WE MANUFACTURE CHEMICALLY PURE SALTS OF

Armefl, Annonium, Antimony, Baruiun, Bromine, Bismuth. Ceriumi, Calcium, Copper, Gold, 10dine, Tro, LeM

Xangane»s, Mercury, Nickel, Phosphorus, Potassium, Silver, Sodium, Tin, Zinc. etc

Av Price Li. and Descriptive Catalogue firnished upon application.

BILLINGS, CLA.PP & 00., Manufacturing Chemists,
(SUCCESSORS To JAMES R. NICHOLS & CO.)

BOSTON, MASS.

jNO. . HIN , .
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MOLLEIR'S
NOtWEGAN 0OD-L.VEf Ot..

Du BuScnH, Physician in ordinary to H. M. the King of Sweden and Norway, mys: "It
the very best ever prepared for medicinal purposes."

AssO'rS SMITH, M.D., M.R.C.P., North London Consumption Hospital, says: e It la more
easily assimilated and is productive of more immediate bene8t than the other kinds of
oil are.'

Da. RUDDocas, M.D., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.8., says: "We are glad to be able to give our e-
phatic recommendation to so pure a preparation."

J. MIAiîoN Sis, M.D., New York, says: I have prescribed it almost dally, and have every
reason to be perfectly satisfied witn lt."

D. L. A. SAvas, New York, says : " Moller, of Christiania prepares an 011 which is per-
fectly pure, ad in every respect aIl that can be wished.'

N. B. 8Asms, M.D., New York, says: " It in remarkably free from Impurities
W. H. Schieffelin & Co., NEW YORK.

Sole Agents for United States and Canada.

MICR
J.AMIES W

OSCOP'
. Q UEEN

ES.
& c0.,

924 Chestnut-St., - - - PRILADELPHIA.

7EEP constantly in stock, the most complete assortment of MICROSCOPES and ACCESSORIES to be found In bul
house in the WORLD. In addition to their own Manufactures, they have always on hand Stands and Objectives

by Powell & Lealand, Ross, Crouch, Hartnach, Nachett, etc., etc.; and being the excluoive Agents, for the United State0,
of Massae. R. & J. BECK of London, keep in stock ail the productions of these most eminent manufacturers. Also, ovr

10,000 PREPA OBJMECTS:
IN EVERY DEPARTMENT OF THE SCIENCES.

An illustrated and priced catalogue, of 118 pages, will be mailed to any address on receipt of Ten Cents.
Address as above.

Anatomical Models and Osteological Preparations,
SKELETONS, SKULL8, MICROSCOPIC PREPARATION8.

Special attention is hereby called to the fact, that we can supply a nunhber
of MEDICAL WORKS and CHARTS, either American, English or Frenchb

Publications, at second-hand, at greatly reduced prices.

W ORDERS FOR THE IMPORTATION OF BOOKS TAKEN.
* Letters will be promptlyanswered and catalogues sent. Addaess

BERENDSOHN BROS., 202 William Street, New York.
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WILLING & WILLIAMSON'S

NEW MEDICAL WORKS.

PAGET.-Clinical Lectures and Essays, by Sir James Paget, Bart. Edited by Howard Marsh, F.R.C.S.,

$5.00.

WAGNER.-Manual of General Pathology. For the use of studenta and practitioners of Medicine. By

Ernest Wagner, M.D., $5.50.

BILLROTH.-General Surgical Pathology and Therapeutices, in fifty lectures. A text book for students

and physicians. Translated and revised from the sixth German edition ; by Chas. E. Hackley,

M.D., $5.00.

HOSPITAL PLANS.-Five essays relating to the construction, organization, and management of Hos-

pitals. Contributed for the use of the Johns Hopkin's Hospital of Baltimore, $6.00.

VAN BUREN & KEYES.-Diseaes of the genito-urinary organs, with Syphilis. With engravings

and cases, $5.00.

SEGUIN-Medical Thermometry and Human Temperature. By E. Seguin, M.D., $3.50. *

SALTER-Dental Pathology and Surgery. By J. A. Salter, M.B., F.R.S., $4.50.

TAYLOR.-Syphilitic lesions of the osseous system in infants and young children. By R. W. Taylor,

M.D., $2.50.

4ORING.-Determination of the refraction of the eye, by means of the ophthalmoscope, 50c. net.

LOOMIS.-Lectures on the respiratory organs, heart and kidneys. , By A. L Loomis, M.D., $5.00.

RINGER.-A handbook of Therapeutics. By Sydney Ringer, M.D., 4th ed., $4.25.

WILLING & WILLIAMSON

12 King Street East, Toronto.
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PNEUMATIC ASPIRATION,
After the Manner of Dieulafoy.

"It it always possible, owing to Aspiration, to search for a fluid coll"ction without any danger, whatever may be its seat or its nature."
"i have thrust these Needles into almost every part of the body, into the Joints, i he Liver, the Spleen, the Bladder, the Intestines, the

Lungs and the Meninges and I can affin, and a great number of observers a.iîrm with me, that we have never seen corsecutive accidents."-
Dieulaf/oy on Pneumatic Aspiration, þ00. 21, 24.

w E invite the attention of the Medicel Profession to this New Apparatus for Aspiration, constructed upon the general
plan of Potain's modification of Dieulafoy's Aspirator, but containing the following improvements and inventions

of our own:-
Fie. 68.

Fie. 69. The Stopper and
Cocks supplied with Ap-
paratus No. 2.

CODMAN sL SHURTL.EFF'__________________ seaSe& 5551,,

lst. Means of changing the pump from
an exhaust to a force-pump, and vice versa,
thereby enabling the operator not only to
withdraw an abnormal fluid, but to in-
ject the cavity through the tubes and
needle of the apparatus with one adapted
to induce healthy action.-See Diesdafoy
an A siration, Jp 276, 278.

2nd. The employment in our apparatus
No. 1, of a metal Screw Cap, fitting the
neck of the receiver supplied with this
apparatus so securely that it cannot be
forced from its place by condensed air
while injecting, or accidentally removed
while the receiver is in a state of vacuum
for aspiration.

3rd. The substitution, for the ordinary
oiled silk valves of other apparatuses, of
a kind indestructible both in form and
material.

4th. A simple and comparatively inex-
pensive attachment for evacuating the
contents of the stomach, equal, if not
superior, to any in use hitherto.

Commenda ions bestowed upon our Aspirators, by physicians familiar with the latest European and American ones, lead us to believe that,in some important particulars at least, they are superior to any.
In his work on Pneumatic Aspirations, Dieulafoy shows the harmlessness of the Aspiratory Puncture and its great superiority to- the Ex-ploring Trocar as a means of accurate diagnosis in all collections of Pathological Fluids. It bas been used with uni recedented success inRetention of Urine, Reduction of Strangulated Hernia, in Ascites, Hydrotiorax, Empyema, Pneumothorax, Effusions into the PericardiumSerous, Purulent and Hematic Effusions of the Knee, Hydrocele, Hydatid Cysts, Abscesses of the Liver, and in various other PathologicasLesions.

APPARATUS.
No. 1. Air Pump-exhaust or condensing as described ; 16 No. 3. Dieulafoy's Notched Aapirator, Nickel-plated,oz. receiver, of strong glass, with screw cap; three steel, witb two Needles, tubes, à c., in case...................... 14 00gold-plated Aspiratory Needles, together with the necessary No. 4. Stom ch Attachment, as described, adapted to pumptubes, stop-cocks, &c., as shown in Fig. 68, fitted in a neat accompanying Nos. 1 and 2, additional.......... . ..... 8 00case, accompaned with printed directions.............. $18 00 The foregoing are the oi oduct of our owun factory, and are
No. 2. The same, without receiver and with rubber stopper warranted in every respect.

(See. Fig. 69) ta fit almost any bottle of quart capacity, or Ahlo, Dieulafoy on Pneumatie Aspiration, post-paid, byles, instead of screw-cap arrangement, also with printed m ail, on rcceipt of.... .......................... 3 40directions ............... ....................... 16 00 jar Ful description on afiUcationi.
An Ilustrated Catalogue of Surgical and Atomizing Instruments sent by mail, postpaid, on application.

CODMAN & SHURTLEFF,
Makers of Surgical Instruments, 13 and 15 Tremont Street, BOSTON.

N.B.-See our other advertisement in alternate numbers of this journal.

T. H6 GEMRIG, THE CENTRAL PHARMACY.
MANUFACTURER OF

SURGICAL
AND

ORTHOPŒDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
1og SOUTH EIGHTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Aspirators, Axilla Thermometers, Hypodermie Syringes,
Nelaton's Catheters, Plaited Satin Sewing Silk for

Surgical purposes, Hawksley's Metallie
Stethoscopes, Elastio Stockings,

Apparatus for Club Foot,
Bow Legs, Spine
. Diseases, &o.

Illustrated Catalogue and Priae List sent on application.

Chemists and Druggists,
Corner of Queen and Elizabeth Streets, Toronto,

AVE on hand the following new remedies which Wili
be sent to any address in ail quantities,

Cincho-Quinine, Mono-Bromide CamphOr,
Guarana, Jaborandi.

Croton-Chloral Hydrate, Salicylic Acids
&c., &c., &c.

Special attention given ta Physicians' prescriptions for
Office use, sucb as Elizirs, Fluid Extracts,

Pills, $yrups, etc.
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University of Pennsylvania-Medical Departmentu
Thirty-sixth and Locust Streets, Philadelphia.

111TH ANNUAL SESSION.

MEDICAL FACULTV.
GEORGE B. WOOD, M.D., LL.D., Emeritus Professorof Theory and Practice of Medicine ; HENRY H. SMITH, M.D.,

Emeritus Professor of Surgery ; JOSEPH CARSON, M.D., Emeritus Professor of Materia Medica and Pharmacy.
ROBERT E. ROGERS, M.D., Prof. of Chemistry ; JOSEPH LEIDY, M.D., LL.D., Professor of Anatomy ; FRANCIS G.

SMITH, M.D., Prof. of Institutes of Medicine; R. A. F. PENROSE, M.D., LL.D., Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of

Worneh and Children; ALFRED STILLE, M.D., Prof of Theory and Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine; D.
HAYES AGNEW, M.D., LL.D., Prof. of Surgery and of Clinical Surgery; HoRATIO C. WOOD, M.D., Jr. Prof. of Materit

Medica and Pharmacy; WILLIAM PEPPER, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Medicine; JOHN NEILL, M.D., Prof. of Clinical

Surgery ; WILLIAM GOODELL, M.D., Clinical Professor of Diseases of Women and Children ; JAMES TYSON, M.D., Prof.
of General Pathology and Morbid Anatomy.

Demonstrator of Anatomy, H. LENOX HODGE, M.D. ; of Surgery, CHARLES T. HUNTER, M.D. ; of Practical

Chemistry, GEORGE M. WARD, M. D. ; of Experimental Physiology, ISAAC OTT, M.D.

Clinical Instruction is given at the University Hospital by the above named Clinical Professors, and also on Diseases
of the Eye, PROF. NORRIS; Diseases of the Ear, PROF. STRAWBRIDGE ; Nervous Diseases, PROF. H. C. WOOD, JR.
Skin Diseases, PROF. L. H. DUHRING. Morbid Anatomy and Histology, PROF. J. TYSON.

The Philadelphia Hospital also is contiguous to the University, and its Clinical Lectures are free to all medical
students. Students may be examined on the elementary branches at the end of the second course, and, if approved, may
devote themselves during their third course to the applied branches only.

THE RECENT ADDITION BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF SEVERAL NEW PROFESSORS TO THE FACULTY, WILL IM-

POSE ON THE STUDENT NO INCREASE OF EXPENSE OR DURATION OF STUDY, OR OTHER EXAMINATIONS FOR THE DEGREE

THAN HAVE HITHERTO BEEN ItEQUIRED.
During the Spring and Summer, Lectures on Zoology and Comparative Anatomy, Botany, Hygiene, Medical Juris-

prudence and Toxicology, and Geology, are delivered by Professors ALLEN WOOD, HARTSHORNE, REESE and HOWELL,

of the Auxiliary Faculty, and are free to matriculants of the Medical Department.
The Lectures of 1876-77 will commence on Monday, October 2d, and end on the last day of February ensuing.
FEES.-For one full course, $140 ; or for each professor's ticket separately, $20. Matriculation fee (paid once only),

$5. These fees are payable in advance. Graduation fee, $30.
Letters of inquiry should be addressed to ROBERT E. ROGERS, M.D., DEAN,

P. O. Box 2838, Philadelphia.

Electro-Medical Instruments DR. MARTIN'S COW-POX VIRUS
and Batteries, Absolutely Pure Non-Humanized Vaccine Viru,

Obtained by the method of

FL EMMING & T ALBOT TRUE ANIMAL VACCINATION,

Instituted by Prof. Depaul of Paris, lu April, 1866, from the

No. 814 FILSERT STREET, PHILADELPHIA. famous case of Spontaneous Cow-Poz at Beaugency, in
France, and iuaugurated in America lu September, 1870, by
Dr. Henry A. Martin, with virus and autograph instruotions

. from the hand of Prof. Depaul. Our establishment in by far
AVING lreyicesdormnfcuigfcltsthe largeat aud mont perfect in the world.
we are now prepared to furnish the finest work, with

the latest improvements, on reasonable terms. A E IVORY "LANCET" POINTS, PACKAGES OF
Portable Galvanic, Faradic, and Caustic Batteries, with LAR 10........................$2.00.

complete applying apparatus, and Electrodes and Conduc-!
tors, in all their varieties, constantly on haid. PRIMARY CRUSTS (SCABS), MOST CAREFULLY

Contracts made for the erection of permanent batteries in SELECTED......................$5.00.
hospitals, colleges, and private offices. All Virus in fully warranted efficient. It will be packed

A full supply of Electro-Medical Books always in store. to go with perfect safety by mail. Full directions for use

Communications by mail promptly attended to. Send for accompany each package. Remittances muet accompaniy
Catalogue. order. Safe delivery of Virus insured.

DR. HENRY A. MARTIN & SON,
E8TABLISlED 1886. NEW YORK. Boston ighlands, Mass.

H. PLANTEN & SON, Surgeon's Pocket Case for Sale-cheap.
MEDICINAL CAPSULESA r'Pocket Ca, entirely new, containing te folloinM ED CI AL AP T-T 'E 'A nstrument"-iIver Catheter, maie aud texuale combinedZ nd

OF ALI. KINDS. ALSO, Caustic Holder, Curved Bistoury, Probe Bistoury, ëcal el, Tenotomy

Emstr Capsules (s sizes>, for the easy adm)inistration cf Knife, Gum Lancet, Hamilton's Artery Forceps, Explormg Needle,
Grooved Director, Pair of Scissor1 , 2 Silver Probes, 6 Needles, Skein

nauseous medicinal preparations. Silk, &c. Price $18.
ZM oSample sent on application. ÉW Sold by al Druggists. Address M.D., " LANCUT " Office, Toronto.
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* * * * Sugar Coated Pills are more soluble than Gelatine or Compressed Pills.-Prof Remington's Oa,er reai
before Anerican Pharmaceutical Association, Boston, 1875.

WARNER & COS

PHOSPHORUS is an important constituent of the animal economy, particularly of the brain and nervous
system, and is regarded as a valuable remedy for the following diseases:

LAPSE OF MEMORY, IMYPOTENCY, SOFTENING OF TUE BRAIN, LOSS
OF NERVE POWER, PUTHISIS, PARALYSIS AND NEURALGIA.

The Pilularform has been deemed the moat desirable for the administration of PhoFphorus. It is in a perfect state ofsubdivision, as it is incorporated with the material while in solution, and is not extinguisbed by oxidation.
This method of preporirng Phosphorus has leen discovered and brcught to PERFECTION by us, and is thus presented inIts elementary state, free from repulsive qualities, which bave so long militated against the use of this potent andvaluable remedy. This is a matter requiring the notice of the physician, and under ail circumstances the adminis-tration of Phosphorus should be guarded with the greatest care, and a perfect preparation only used.
Ite use in the above named complaints, is seipported by no less authority than Prof. Delpech, Prof. Fisher, toBerlin, Dr. Esmes, (in the DuUin JoTurnul,) Dr. Burgess, and Dr. Hammond, of New York. The special treatmentindicated in these cases is: 1st. Complete rest of mind, especially abstention from all occupations resembling thatupon which the mind lias been overworked; 2nd. The encouragement of any new hobby or study not in itseif pain-fui, which the patient might select; 3rd. Tranquility to the senses, which expressly give in these cases incorrectimpressions, putting only those objects before them calculated to soothe the mind ; 4th. A very nourishing dietespecially of ehell-iish; 5th. The internai administration <f Phosphorus in Pilular forn, prepared by WILLIAM R.WARrER 8 Y Co.

wPILLS 8ENT BY MAIL ON RECEIPT 0F LIST 0F PRICE8.wa

Pil Phosphori, 1-100 gr. in each,
Pil Phosphori, 1-50 " ".
Pil Phosphori, 1-25 "
Pil Phosphori Comp. .

Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ext. Nuc. Vomicoe, gr.
Pil Phosphori et Nucis Vomic,

Phosphorus, 1.50 gr. Ext. Nuc. Vomicie, i gr.
Pil Phosphori, et Ferri et Nuc. Vom.

Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Charb. (Vallet) 1 gr.
Pil Phosphori, et Ferri et Quiniaæ,

Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr.
Pil Phosphori et Ferri et Nuc Vom. et Quinia,

Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr.
Ext. Nue. Vom., i gr. Quinia Sulph., 1 gr.

Ext. Nuc. Vom., ½ gr.

Quinia Sulph., 1 gr,

Treatise on " PHOSPHOROUS; Its claims as a therapeutic agent."
Furnished on application. Address,

WILLIAM R. WARNER & 00., Manufacturing Chemists,
No. 1228 Market St., Philadelphia.

Warner & Co's. Standard Preparations for sale by

ELLIOT & CO., Wholesale Druggista,
ToRONTO, CAN4P4*

PrIOS per 100.

$1 00
1 00
1 00
2 0O

2 09

2 90

2 90

qwfflw e% %%ýàcww e%M.R kg la se@W"Vg@k "Vtuîlîa
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT-BSTON, MASS.

Ninety-Third . Aunual Announcement,1876-77.
- FACULTY OF MEDICINE:

CHARLES W. ELIOT, LL.D., President. HENRY P. BOWDITCH, M.D., Assis't. Prof. of Pbysiology,
CALVIN ELLIS, M D., Prof. of Clinical Medicine, Dean. CHARLES B. PORTER, M.D., Demonstrator of Anatomy,
JOHN B. S. JACKSON, M.D., Prof. of Pathol. Anatomy. and Instructor in Surgery.
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SAVORY & MOORE, 143, New Bond Street, London, beg to call the attention of the Professiongenerally, to some of the later preparations brought out in England, the purity, and uniformstrength of which can be guaranteed.

GENUINE
PANCREATIC EMULSION and PANCREATINE.

The reputation of these preparations is now so thoroughly established, that they may be said to be theonly remedies of the description recognized and prescribed by the leading members of the MedLalProfession. No small ortion of their popularity li to be ascribed to the fact, that they are palatableto the most fastidious, eep good in ail climates, and are readily miscible in water, milk, &c. In allcases where Cod Liver Oil fails to afford relief, or cannot be retained by the stomach, PancreaticEmulsion and Pancreatine are the only remedies to supply its place, increasing weight, and ensuringstrength and appetite; whilst in many cases they prove a most valuable adjunct to the Oil, which theyassit in digesting.

P.ANCREATINE W INE. A most pleasant vehicle for administering Cod Liver Oil, with whichif shaken, it readily forms an Enulsion. This preparation wbenprescribed by itaelf will be found to be a powerful assistant to digestion, and as a remedy for this purpose la largely

PAiNCREATISED COD LIVER OIL: A reliabl. combination of Pancreatine with the]PAN REA ISE COD LIV R O L -Oil, rendering its digestion easy and rapid.PEPTODY N, the New Digestive Digests all kinds of Food-the FARINACEoUs, FIBRINoU8,]PEP ODY , 9and OLICAGINOUS, (being a coinhination of the severa1active principles of the dizestive secretions, Peptie, Pancreatic, &c.)
Five grains of the Powder digests-100 grains of Coagulated Albumen, 100 grains of Fat, 100 grain@ of Starch.BEST FOOD FOR INFANTS As Supplied to the Royal Families of England and Russia.

Y Feeding Infants on the best, i. e. the most nourishing and easilydigeated Food, has recently occupied much of the attention of the Profession, and the fallacy and danger of employingStarck, in the form of Corn Flour and other high-sounding tiles, ha- been repeatedly pointed out.
This Food resembles Mother's Milk more closely than any other kind, containing the highest amount of nourishmentin the most digestible and convenient form.

DATURA TATULA, for Asthma and Chronic Bronchitis.
Recommended by the Profession as a remedy of great power and usefulness in cases of short and difficult breathing,spasmodic coughing, &c. Grown only by Savory and Moore, and prepared in all forms for smoking and inhalation.

Wholesale of Messrs LYMAN, CLARE & Co., and Retail of the Principl Druggists in the Dominionand America.

D ETROIT John Reynders & Co.,
M edi cal College. (Late of Otto & Reynders,) .

No. 309 Fourth Avenue, New York,
UNDER THE CoLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS,)

SESSIONS OF 1876-77. Manufacturera and Importera of

SURGICAL°PRELTMINARY SESSION opens September 6th, andcoutinues one month.
REGULAR SESSION opens October 4th, and continues AND

Éve months.
RECITATION SESSION opens second Wednesday inMarch, 1877, and continues four months. pdtrum e,
Three Hosipitals and two large free dispensaries furnish an

abundance of clinical material for illustrative and practical SKELETONS,
teaching. One or more clinics held daily.

All lecture, are delivered on Hospital grounds. Senior
atudents have daily practice in the art of examining patienta.

The peculiar feature of this school is the intimate union
betiween its clinical and didactic instruction.

FEES for Preliminary and Regular Sessions : Matricula- ANATOMICAL
tion, $5; Hospital fees (good for one year), $10; Lecture
tees, $40; Graduation, $25; Lecture fees to third course PREPARATIONS.atudentp, $25.

For the recitation term, the lecture fees are $10 to those
who attend the other courses. All others are required to te ilanufacture and Importation of every
matriculate and take out Hospital tickets.' .*fc ad p ao o v

Announcement or further information can be promptly article used'by Physicians and Surgeons our Specialties.ebtained by addressing

LEARTUS CONNOR, M.D., Secretary, Our, Illustrated Catalogue and Price Lisi
94 Casa Street. Detroit, Mich. mailed on application, eclosing twelve cents for Postage.
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TREATMENT OF ACUTE RHEUMATISM
BY SALICIN.

UOder the care of A. Horsey, M.D., M.R.C.S., Eng.,
County Carlton, Protestant Hospital, Ottawa.

CASE I.-Alex. Page, æt. 21, a farmer, was
adiTitted, May 30, suffering from acute rheuma-
ti8m. He first complained of pains in the joints
about 23rd May.

On admission the symptoms of acute rheuma-
t8t were well marked, severe pains in the back

d arms, tongue furred white, temp. 102 ; pulse
PR ¯ PUL. 98. A hot bath and a

a.. p.m. a.m. p.m.
p.m.8 9 8 9 . purgative, (calomel)
103 100 were administered.

31 1013-5 104 96 100 Salicin in powder was
102 102 ¯ - ordered every 3 hours

2 101 80 mn five-grain doses.
a 100 4 1 2nd day, bowels open;
* -a. -- pain continues in the

1 ---- back and arms.5 992-5 56

S 99 50 3 rd. Pain relieved
7 10 ~ ¯0 in back, tongue less
a se 2.5o furred. 4th. Perspired

during the night, pain in the right arm and left
, tongue pretty clean. 5 th. tain is easier,.

eeps well. 6th. Restless night, pain in the left
akle. 7th. Pain in the leg and arm much less,

gue clean. 8th. Appetite good, no pain in theinOlTts, and not stiff. 9th. A little pain in the
to t arm and slight headache. ioth. Continuedtnprove and considered convalescent. Put onhi Clothes and was able to walk around the ward.
atcin discontinued. In all 3iv. were taken.

lent discharged in a few days having no re-

CAs! II.-Michael McDonald, æt. 28, by

occupation « labourer, was admitted to the hos-
pital, June 5th, suffering from rheumatic fever. He
was troubled with swollen and painful ankles, feet
and wrists for about three weeks before being ad-
mitted.

On admission the symptoms of acute rheumatism
were well marked; temp. 103°, pulse io5, with
pain in left side, wrists and knees ; joints much
swollen; tongue furred white. He was ordered
ten grain doses of salicin every three hours, but
they were carelessly omitted at night.

Temp. Temp. Pulse. Pulse. 6th. Perspired dur
1876 M. E. M. E.

June S 103 ing the night, pain in
6 12 - ---- the arms and legs;
7 103 102 2-5 104 4 joints very stiff,7 102 102 1 o0nt 94r

- --- -_ tongue thickly coat-
ed, bowels open. 7th.

9 100 99 3-5 80 75

10 - _ - - -- Complained of head-
10 99 99 os e3

ache, appetite not
good. 8th. Had a good night, appetite im-
proving, bowels open, tongue cleaner. Pain in
right arn and shoulder. 9 th. Slept well, left
wrist a lttle swollen, perfectly free from pain, but
joints a little stiff. Salicin discontinued. ioth.
Cýonvalescence good, continued to improve, and
was discharged on the 19 th.

CASE III.-Alfred Wood, labourer, æt. 27 years,
was, as he thought, owing to an overstraining of
the tendons about the hip-joint, obliged to take
.to his bed on the 31st May; at the same time
complaining that he had taken cold, the hip at
this time being swollen and painful.

On the 2nd June he was admitted to the hos-
pital, the hip being somewhat swollen and painful,
but not discoloured. The knee was similarly
though to a less degree affected ; the pains were
fugitive, pulse 8o, temp. 92, urine slightly deficient
and acid, bowels constipated, tongue furred white;
as the symptoms, though those of rheumatic fever,
were slight, he was unprescribed for, excepting a
black draught and stimulating liniment for the hip.

His symptoms next day, June 3rd, became
exaggerated at 2 p.m. Pulse 84, temp. 99, bowels
open, prescribed io grain doses of salicin every
three hours daily. June 5th, pulse 84; temp. 101°;

although temp. is higher, the pain in hip and knee
is lessened. June 6th, pulse 8o, temp. 95°, salicin
continued though pain and swelling are completely
subsided, tongue cleaning,. appetite improving.
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June 7th, pulse 7 5, temp. 97°, is free from pain mouth, as his arms and wrists were too painful andbut complains of weakness in the legs, salibin dis- swollen to suffer him to press the arm to the sidecontinued. June 8th, pulse 6o, temp. 96 ; allowed to hold the thermometer. His arms and kneeSto sit up ; was ordered a flannel shirt. After were wrapped in cotton batting and demulcentkeeping him under supervision for a week longer drinks were prescribed. Hypodermic i-without relapse or any noteworthy symptoms, he jections of morphine at night and five grains Ofwas discbarged. salicin every two hours. For the following teOCASE IV.-Geo. Grafton, a telegram message days, that is until the I 5th of June, he only slightlyboy of slight development, oet. 15 years, entered improved, his temperature never being below ioö'the hospital, April 27th, complaining of extreme nor pulse less than 84, on which date his thern&Ofatigue and pain in the lower extremities, restless- metric m easurement was one degree above normal,ness and thirst. During the last few days of April which it maintained for a day or two, then becameand up to the 14th day of May, the course of the normal, the pulse remaining above the standardcase and treatment cannot be accurately followed, number. The friction murmur has much improved-but infer that he was progressing towards conval- He is now able to go about the ward, withoutescence, as at this date it is recorded he suffered intermission, gaining strength until the end of the
relapse when all his previous symptoms were exag- month, when he was discharged. The cardiacgerated, his wrists, knees and ankles being much Inurmur still to be heard, though slightly.swollen, red, and painful, temp. 104°. From this NOTE.-As this was the first case treated, allddate to the 25th of May his temperature, except- the subject being particularly delicate, the doseing on two days, the 23rd and 24th of May, when was much smaller than in the other cases, tooit registered 990, had not fallen below ioo°. At small to derive much benefit. It was found thatthis time salicin was given in five grain doses ten or even twenty grains for many consecutieevery four hours. Though the doses were so small hours may be given with more beneficial effeOtsand far apart even for one so delicate, it apparently and without any disagreeable symptoms.was not without benefit, as the temperature fell two CASE V.-Colonel B., et. 74, the subject Ofdegrees by morning indication and one by the chronic rheumatism of many years standing, ilevening, making his morning and evening thermal whom there is thickening of the fibrous structuresheat 97 and 98' respectively, which standard it about the joints and who is cQntinually racked
maintained to the end of May, when the salicin with pains, complaining one day more especialJfwas discontinued. On June ist for the first time of his back, was prescribed ten grain doses Of
he was seen by me. I found him in bed, with a salicin every hour for twelve hours which werc
peculiarly anxious and staring expression, pale, taken accordingly. The next day the old roa0wasted, skin clammy, tongue furred white, bowels was astonished at the good results produced andconstipated, urine scanty and high-colored. He was correspondingly grateful. He could Wwas free from pain, but weak and unable to eat. tolerably upright, which he had not been able toTemperature not taken. His pulse was feeble and do before, and had not been so free from pain a d
slightly increased in frequency, carotids pulsating, stiffness for rpany a day. The only other effet
especially the right, a friction murmur was loudly produced was a difficulty in evacuating. As r'0audible chiefly with the first sound over the apex term of attendance at the hospital was at an eld'of the heart. He wished to get up, but on account no more salicin was given him, but since he b15of the cardiac complication and for fear of a taken sâlicylic acids, but not with such haPPY
relapse, which he had before suffered, I ordered results.
him to keep his bed and to put on a flannel shirt.
Ten grain doses of iodide of potassium three times HImopTysis TREATED BY ERGOT-REPOREPORT
a day were prescribed, as far removed from meals FirrY CASES.-Dr. J. M. Williamson (Lan
as possible, and a belladonna plaster over the Lancet, January, 1876) reports fifty consecu1tie
heart. Until the 5th of June he was apparently cases of hæmoptysis treated by ergot. Out of thethe drug rapidly checked bleeding in fcortY-fO"progressing favgurably, when in a single night his c the otpyhe e bxt leding di ar
temperature went up to I04%°, taken by • the lic acid.
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To the Editor of the CANADA LANCBT.

SIR-As nothing which aids in the relief of
human suffering ought to be despised, I beg to call
Your attention to a simple expedient, which I have
8een employed in the surgical treatment of internai
h2emorrhoids. It consists in attaching a piece of
tape to the centre of a small roll of cotton bandage
Which is inserted, oiled, within the rectum. Trac-
tion causes the roll to double, and to bring the
Parts to be operated upon clearly into view.

Yours truly,
A. C. SMITH, M.D.

Newton, Mass., July ist, 1876.

9¢¢t .W1940.

SIMPLE MODE OF EXTRACTING A CAL.
CULUS FROM THE URETHRA.

In June, 1874, S. W- consulted me on ac-
eount of the difficulty he experienced in passing
Water. He had observed that his stream was
gradually diminishing in size during some months
before, but his particular attention was directed to
it on the previous day, on finding that he was un-
able to pass urine when the desire was strong.
After a short time, however, he succeeded in get-
ting partial relief, the water running off in driblets,
and the act was attended by great pain at one part
Of the penile portion of the urethra, where he felt
that there was something blocking up the passage.
On external examination a localised hardness was
distinctly perceptible a little in front of the trian-
gular ligament, and a hard body could be readily
felt behind a hard cartilaginous ring. After at-
tempting the introduction of larger-sized instru-
tnents, I succéeded in passing a No. 5 catheter
ito the bladder. A grating sensation was com
'unicated to the instrument as it passed the ob-
Stacle, and the presence of a calculus arrested by
a stricture diagnosed. The diagnosis was easy,
the removal of the calculus extremely difficult, for
11o forceps in my possession would pass through so
narrow an obstruction, as the common urethral
forceps, and the instruments suggested by Leroy
d'Etiolles, Reliquet, and Civiale, are not so con-
Structed as to be of use in such a contingency. I
Was unwilling to cut down on the calculus, as in
ail probability a fistulous opening would have
been left, which could not have been readily
healed ; and as the patient was in a very weakly
State of health, internal urethrotomy would not

have been advisable. The idea of snaring the
calculus by a loop of wire then occurred to me,
and I at once determined to give it a trial. Ac-
cordingly I passed a loop of tolerably thick silver
wire through the stricture behind the calculus,
which, after a little manipulation, it caught, but
lost its hold more than once ; but at length I had
the satisfaction of pulling out a thin plate of cal-
careous matter, much to the delight of the patient,
whose expressions of gratitude were unbounded.

In this case a simple loop of wire succeeded
when a complicated apparatus, however useful in
ordinary cases of bodies arrested within the
urethra, could not be used. Though it may ap-
pear rather a difficult matter to encircle a urethral
calculus with a loop of wire, it is not so, and if
we remember that the urethra is not a tube
through which any body can easily be pushed
along, but a closed valve or long chink, whose
sides lie in close contact, the reason of the simpli-
city of this manœuvre will be readily understood.
The difficulty is not in the snaring, but in the re-
taining of the hold, the loop being apt to slip, es-
pecially if the foreign body be a very small one.
To overcome this difficulty I have had a slender
silver canula constructed, which is to be used with
the wire loop. The latter should first be passed
well beyond the calculus, and the canula slipped
over the projecting ends of the wire, and its point
brought to bear against the stone, by which it will
be steadied, then by making slight traction on the
free ends of the wire, the loop will be brought
against the calculus, which will thus be securely
fixed between the wire and the mouth of the cati-
ula. The ends of the wire may then be twisted
round the rings with which the canula is provided
at its proximal extremity, and the apparatus with-
drawn. By this mode of procedure, the foreign
body being tightly fixed between the loop and the
mouth of the tube, it cannot possibly slip out, and
its extraction can be accomplished with the great-
est ease. Although the canula I refer to is the
most suitable instrument for the purpose, an effi-
cient enough one can be extemporised by cutting
a bit out of an old catheter ; and in some cases
the loop of wire will of itself be all-sufficient, as it
was in the case just mentioned, and also in that
of a child who had a calculus arrested at the bulb,
and where a loop of wire was passed behind it,
and slight pressure applied to the perineum to
steady it, then by a jerking movement the calculus
was brought well within the penile portion of the
urethra, and by re-applying the wire and again
jerking it was-thrown out.

The chief recommendations of the mode I pro-
pose are its simplicity and certainty, also its al-
most universal applicability in such cases of
arrested urethral calculus, or any similarly shaped
body whose extraction is called for. The canula

i I possess was constructed for me by Mr. Young,
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instrument-maker, Edinburgh, and is admirably
suited for the purpose.--Dr. Y. C. Wil, Aber-
deen, in the Lancet.

STRICTURE OF THE URETHRA.

CLINIC, BY F. F. MAURY, M.D., PHILADELPHIA.

This man, aged thirty-five, comes before us with
some urinary dificulty, which we suspect to be a
stricture of the urethra. The first thing I will do
will be to have hini lie down between blankets, so
that he shall be kept as warm as possible, with
his shoulders elevated by pillows, and his knees
drawn up. Such a position is the easiest in which to
explore the canal, and the best to observe, until
experience shall warrant your modifying it at your
own discretion. His body is covered with a
blanket, and another one protects his legs, and
between these I can get at the region about the
penis.

Now, in reply to questions I ask, he tells us that
he has no water in his bladder; that he made
water about ten minutes ago, voluntarily, and not
on account of nervousness about coming into the
clinic ; and that he also made water about a half
hour prior to that. This point of nervousness you
must never lose sight of, for it is important. Many
a man cannot urinate if he knows any one is look-
ing at him, and you are aware how irritable are
the bladders of medical students when about to be
examined. So don't forget to make allowance for
the influence it may have upon the action of a
patient's bladder.

The man tells us, also, that he passes water
about once every hour daring the day, and once
every half hour at night. So he does it about
thirty-six times in twenty-four hours. I need
scarcely say this is much too often. I think a
man should empty his bladder about six times in
twenty-four hours. He should never feel a strain
upon it, or be painfully aware of its existence. In
the normal condition, the mucous membrane tole-
rates healthy urine im. moderate quantity without
any sensation ; but if the urine cannot be freely
voided, or if from any cause it be retained long
enough for the salts to be precipitated, the bladder
resists and becomes irritable. Then it will act
often, and with undue yiolence. Such is the result
of stricture of the urethra ; and then usually fol-
lows hypertrophy of the muscular coat, just as in a
blacksmith the biceps is excessively developed by
excessive use. An enlarged prostate may pro-
duce the same effect; but you would scarcely
expect such a cause in a man of thirty-five. A
calculus might do the same, but there is none in
this case. .

Now I will explore the urethra. I tell the man s
to breathe through his mouth, so as to prevent his 2
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straining; and, taking a Sir Henry Thompson's
bougie, No. 20, well oiled and moderately warmed,
I insinuate it into the meatus urinarius. Not that
I expect to pass it into the bladder, but because a
large instrument should be used for the first ex-
ploration. The instrument glides gently downward
for about an inch, and then meets a slight obstruc-
tion. Applying the least possible pressure, it slips
through, and I feel something tear. Observe, I
used no force. My rule is, if no good is done, at
least to do no harm. You might ask if I an not
afraid to make the little laceration which I have
made, the evidence of which is seen in these few
drops of blood ? I say, " No !" If it were loW
down, below the spongy portion, I should be
afraid of making a false passage ; but not here.
As it is, I have not given any pain, nor used anY
undue violence. There is no need to use ether;
and I rarely have recourse to it. Acting gentlY,
kindly, and delicately will save you many an ern-
barrassment, aud secure the confidence of your
patients. Now I flnd another constriction which
resists the gentle pressure I make, so I take a No.
I 7 which passes through to the bladder. I know
it has safely arrived, because the handle takes a
position with its flat surfaces looking directly up-
ward and downward, and I fnd the curved part
can be freely swept round in the bladder. This
motion could not be possible if the instrument were
anywhere else.

At this point I complete my examination of the
patient by inserting my finger into the rectum. In
doing this, always see that your finger,has no hang-
nails or sores upon it, and that it is well oiled, be-
cause it would be easy to contract syphilis, if it
existed in the patient, were these precautions neg
lected, not only in hospital, but also in private
practice.

I coax the finger in with a gentle rotatory 1 o-
tion, and find, to my surprise, a very much el-
larged prostate. This is quite uncommon in A
man so young, and proves the importance of not
neglecting to be thorough.

I now take larger instruments a&d pass succe-
sively No. 18, No. 19, and No. 20. The last is
the one which failed in the first instance ; but the
stricture has been gradually dilated, until it passes
with little difficulty. This process of " gradual
dilatation " is the safest, easiest, and most readilY
accomplished by young practitioners. It is the
one I would recommend you to use, remembering
always that every operation upon the urethra, hO*-
ever simple, may give rise to a fatal result. The
;imple passing of a sound has been followed bY
death, at the hands of some of the most eminent
surgeons that have ever lived. Therefore, Y'OU
nust always use the utmost caution, seeing that
your patients are in as good condition as is Pos
ible, that they suffer not unnecessary exposure,
and that each act of your own is undertaken With
the greatest care.
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For our patient, I shall order three grains of
quiniæ sulph. ter die, the avoidance of all stimu-
lants, and the use of large diluent drinks. He
shall receive a quart of barley-water daily, to each
turnblerful of which a drachm and a half of spirits
etheris nitrosi shall be added. Less than this
quantity, I think, does no good. Nor would I use
any stimulating or mineral diuretic.

Because he lias an enlarged prostate gland, I will
Order a warm hip bath daily, and, if necessary, a
half-dozen .leeches to the perineum. The use of
sounds will be renewed after a few days, and con-
tiiiued for some time, with gradually increasing
illtervals, after the urethra has been dilated to such
a calibre as shall seem expedient. When he goes
aWay from us he will be given an appropriate
1Istrument, and taught how to use it, so that he
Ilay prevent the recurrence of this stricture. In
this way only can he be sure to avoid having the
sane trouble he has now.-Md. & Surg. Reporter.

CHRONIC EPILEPSY.

Dr. Allan McLane Hamilton read a paper, (Am.
eurological Association) on chronic epilepsy, which

Was based principally on cases which had been ob-
served at the Hospital for Paralytics and Epileptics,
1ýlackwell's Island. He had used bromide of po-
tassium with and without ergot, and was of the
OPinion that the best results were obtained from the
cornbined use of these agents. He had found that
Picrotoxin was, in his hands, a'useless remedy.
'lhe nitrite of amyl was of service only at the onset
'f an attack, and was without benefit when contin-
lied at stated intervals between the paroxysms.

Dr. Hammond said that small doses of bromide
Of potassium were of very little use in the treatment
Of epilepsy. A patient from Cincinnati had been
sent to him for treatment, and he had found that
the fifteen grains three times a day, which he was
!n the habit of taking, produced no result. Dr. H.
llcreased it to twenty grains three times a day, then
thirty grains, then thirty-five grains, and eventually
forty grains four times a day. After continuing
forty grains four times a day for a month, there was
I cessation of the epileptic attacks, and since that
time they have not returned. It was difficult to say
What amount might be required in any individual
Patient, and it could only be ascertained by pro-
dicing bromism, or the physiological effects of the
retliedy. He was convinced that, in the majoriiy of
ases, sixty grains in twenty-fours, as had been sug-

Rested by some, was not enough. He agreed with
br. Hamilton, that nitrite of amyl was of no service
except when taken at the onset of,a paroxysm.

It was a question, however, whether or not the
C.ntinuous use of the agent to abort paroxysms
'ight not eventually stop them.

Dr. Miles was of the opinion of Dr. Hammond
in regard to the use of bromide of potassium in
epilepsy. He believed that the drug should be
pushed till the physiological effects were produced.

Dr. Hammond said that a good test of bromism
was the lack of irritation in the pharynx produced
by the irtroduction of a spoon. Dr. Seguin agreed
with Dr. Hammond, in regard to the administration
of the bromide. He was in the habit of adopting
a suggestion of Dr. Brown-E?èquard, which was to
give a maximum dose at bedtime, and minimum
doses during the day. He used the fluid extract of
ergot in combination with the bromide, in doses of
3 ss-j. He considered strychnia a valuable agent
in controlling the staggering gait present in bromism
and arsenic of value in combating the acne which
resulted from the administration of the bromide.

Dr. Jewell said that in his experience epileptic
attacks were very liable to supervene when the
patient was fatigued. The suggestion of Dr.
Hammond to test the irritability of the throat was
of practical importance, inasmuch as physiological
experiments tend to show that the cervico-maxillary
region was the centre of reflex action. 'This was
proved by experiments made by Brown-Séquard, in
poisoning by strychnia, in which he carried one
current of gas through a tube in the trachea, down
into the lung, and another current up through the
mouth. The current carried backward through the
mouth was the only one that checked the tetanic
spasms.-New York Med. Yournal.

CRIMINAL INSANITY.

At the Association of Superintendents of Ameri-
can Asylums for the Insane, Philadelphia, June
12-16, a paper was read by Dr. Isaac Ray, of Pro-
vidence, on " How far Insanity should be received
as an Excuse for Crime." He commenced by
alluding to the English decisions in the cases of
insane criminals, which now stand as law, but
which were founded on mistaken estimatei of
insanity, and were really of little value in the light
of recent scientific researches.

The plea of insanity, he said, did not meet with
much favor among jurists and lawyers, and still less
when they were informed that insane persons
generally know right from wrong, anji are capable
of hatred and malice, thus apparently furnishing all
the elements of crime. The lawyers, in their im-
perfect knowledge of the subject of insanity, make
two great mistakes, one of which is that an insane
person may be excused for a criminal act prompted
by a delusion only so far as the provocation he
imagined would excuse him if his delusion were
merely true. This he declared was directly con-
tradicted by the experience of science. There was
nothing more probable than that the person who
imagined that his neighbor had been telling bad
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stories about him should also imagine that he was discover whether the accused was insane when hejustified in taking his neighbor's life. committed the crime, and in no instance yet had
The other mistake made by lawyers was to leave the judgment of such a commission been overruled

out of the account altogether the moral faculties of by the court. This, he considered, a far better
our nature-the sentiments, feelings, and emotions. plan than the examination of an expert witnesS
Disease of the moral faculties, he said, often re- before a jury. The commission he spoke ofsembled moral depravity. The question should decided whether the accused was a fit person tO
not be, " Did he know the difference between right be tried at all.
and wrong ? " " Did he evince forethought and The judges were careful in the appointment of
intention in his preparation for the crime ? " but the commissioners, and they were required to sub-" Could he see the moral complexion of his act in mit a report, embodying not only their opinion,its true colors ?" " Had he the power to pursue the but all the testimclny taken before them, so that
right and resist the wrong ?" The existence of the opinion may be examined by the court in the
insanity, even in the sinallest degree, being shown, light of the evidence. This plan, he said, did
it should be for the other side to show that the away with the disgrace to the profession, now so
insanity did not influence the person to the com- often seen, of the directly contradictory testimony
mission of crime. This was now the rule in civil of experts, caused by the same case being presented
cases, where, if the insanity be shown, it was for to two different expert witnesses in entirely dif-
the party seeking to establish the legality of the ferent lights.
will or contract to show that the makei had re- Dr. W. S. Chipman, of the Cincinnati Sani-
covered. tarium, said that from his observation one of the

Tliere was a tendency now to the belief that the greatest evils connected with medical jurisprudence
plea oinsanity was becoming too common, and was that persons were often called as experts whO
that the punishment of the insane may prevent were not experts. As for hypothetical cases, he
offences. To those familiar with insanity the had always refused to answer in court any ques-
falsity of this was beyond question. It impaired tions found upon them, because what might be
the freedom of the will. It blunted the sense of evidence of insanity in one person might not be iO
right and wrong and diminished the.power of self- any degree so in another. He had always refused
control, and in every instance of crime there was to answer questions that were not founded o
room for the belief that the act would not have actual facts, and he had always been sustained by
been committed but for the presence of the disease. the court.
Very few of the insane would believe that they Dr. A. E. McDonald, of the City Asylum for
were insane, and, therefore, would not be prompted Insane, at Ward's Island, New York, thought theto crime by the knowledge of the immunity Association should put itself on record in opposi-of the insane, nor would they be re- tion to bringing insane persons before juries at A
strained by the knowledge that the insane were inasmuch as the New York plan of a commission
punshed, as they insisted on considering them- of experts had proved itself to be so much so-
selves entirely outside of that class. As we stand penor.
now, our legislatures were powerless, and the Dr. R. L. Parsons, of the City Lunatic Asylufflt
rules laid down by our courts were irrelevant, im- at Blackwell's Island, New York, said that in the
practicable and inconsistent; and this would re- case of Scannell, in New York, the att.rney fof
main so until the question of insanity should be the defence made up a hypothetical case and pre
merely a question of fact, to be established. Our sented it to the medical expert, who testified that
judges, he said, were bound to make themselves it was undoubtedly a case of insanity. Tihl
acquainted with the nature of insanity by every District Attorney then presented a hypothetical
means in their power, and to charge their juries case to another expert, who testified that the
from the result of their knowledge rather than by person described manifested no signs of insanit.
servile repetition of what was weight only because Dr. Ray thought that the practice in Maine Wasit has been said before. The Doctor closed by better than the New York plan, of a commissiOnspeaking highly of the value of expert testimony of experts before trial. In Maine, if the accusedin cases of insanity. plead insanity as his only excuse, he was sent forDr. John P. Gray, of the State Lunatic Asylum a time to the insane hospital for purposes of obserUtica, N.Y., said that present experience showed vation.
that there was a far greater danger of the guilty Dr.' Henry M. Harlan, of the Hospital for theescaping punishment by feigning insanity than of Insane, Augusta, Maine, described the working ofthe insane being improperly punished. the law requiring accused persons in whose casesThe great desideratum, he said, was to get the the plea of insanity has been offered, to be placedexpert witnesses itearer the Court. In New York, in the Asylum of Observation. He said the Ia1when the accused plead insanity as hisentire excuse, worked very well, except when any of the persO09the court appointed a commission of experts to sent in for observation were found not to be insane
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i which case they proved to be very troublesome,
an1d the mingling of these sane criminals with the
insane patients was a great evil. He had urged
the establishment of another institution where such
Persons could be sent for purposes of observation,
and to which persons acquitted on the ground of
11isanity could be committed.-Med. Record.

1ALICIN AND SALICYLIC ACID IN RHEU-
MATICS.

The remedy of the hour in rheumatism is sali-
9y/ic acid. Though now obtained by chemical
sYnthesis, it exists in salicin, an alkaloid much en-
lOyed by Southem surgeons during the war, in

0e of quinine.
On their comparative merits Dr. Maclagan

says, in the British Medical %urnal :
As I am probably the only person who has ex-

Perience of both salicin and salicylic acid in the
treatment of acute rheumatism, perhaps I may be
a1owed space for a few remarks on the merits of
these two remedies. a

Which is the better remedy, salicin or salicylic
cid ? That each exercises a marvelons influence

1n cutting short an attack of acute rheumatism there
Can be no doubt. I have used salicin or salicylic
aCid in every case of acute rheumatism which has
COIne under my care since November, 1874, (a
ýear and a half), and invariably with the same
result-a rapid cure of disease. Seeing a patient8Wuering from acute rheumatism, I have no hesita-

Qn in assuring him that within forty-eight hours,
P0.ssibly within twenty-four, he will be free from

Pin. That is a very different tale frorn any that
a be told in connection with any other remedy.

h Salicin is the remedy which I used first, but .I
ave not confined myself to it. When salicylic

acid was first recommended as a febrifuge, I deter-
'lin1ed to give it a trial in acute rheumatism. In
the first case in which I used it, ten grains were
9rdered every two hours. On seeing the patient
after four doses had been t*ken, the general con-
dltion was a little better, but she complained much
çf the medicine "burning her throat." I urged

er to continue it. This she did, and the follow-
1 rnorning the pain was less, and the temperature
4d fallen from 102.3 to 1o1.1 ; but to the burning

1sation in the throat was now added sickness.
doMitted the salicylic acid, and gave the same
ke of salicin, ten grains every two hours. The

8kkness ceased ; the burning sensation in the
r.Oat disappeared ; and by the following day the

Swas entirely gone fiom the joints, and the
tPerature had fallen to 98.8. She made a goodoc0very.

his case well exemplifies what is the chief ob-
tion to salicylic acid-its tendency to produce

it4tion of the throat or stomach. I have been

unfortunate in my experience, but in every case in
which I have given it this irritation has been com-
plained of. All writers on the subject agree in re-
ferring to this irritation as one of its unpleasant
effects. The salicylate of soda seems to give rise
to the same disagreeable symptom. Salicin, on
the other hand, never gives rise to any unpleasant
effects. I have prescribed it within the last year
and a half in many different ailments, in doses
ranging from five to thirty grains. I am probably
within the mark when I say that I have thus given
it to at least a hundred different people, and I can-
not recall a single instance in which any disagree-
able effect was produced.

I have myself taken (by way of an experiment)
three doses of sixty grains-one in the forenoon,
one in the afternoon, and one at night-withQut
experiencing the least discomfort ; but the smallest
pinch of salicylic acid produces in me a feeling of
heat and irritation and a most unpleasant burning
sensation in the fauces.

Salicin is a pleasant bitter, and is best given
mixed with a little water, flavored with syrup of
orange if desired. In adequate doses, say fifteen
grains every two hours, it cuts short an attack of
rheumatic fever, without producing disdgreeable
effects. It should be continued in smaller doses
during the first fortnight of convalescence.

As remedial agents in acute rheumatism, salicin
and salicylic acid seem to be equally efficacious ;
but the former has the advantage of producing no
unpleasant effects. In time, too, it is sure to be
much cheaper, a matter of some importance with a
large class of sufferers from rheumatism.--Med. e.
Surg. Reporter.

ON AN IMPROVED SUBSTITUI E FOR THE
UNGUENTUM PLUMBI SUBACETATIS
COMPOSITUM.

By Balmanno Squire, M.B. Lond., Surgeon to the British
Hospital for diseases of the Skin.

A short tirne since I described in this journal,
under the name of Glycerole of Subacetate of Lead,
a preparation which for cuntaneou3 therapeutics I
have reason to think an improvement on the sub-
acetatis plumbi liquor, namely, a preparation made
in the same way as the "liquor," with this difference
only that glycerine is used in the manufacture of it
instead of water.

Since the publication of my views I have become
indebted to my father, Mr. Peter Squire, for a very
useful suggestion. He proposes that the glycerole
I have described should be used in the preparation
of the officinal ointment Ian nowreferring to instead
of the liquor plumbi directed in the British Phar-
macopœia. He also recommends that instead of
the white wax and almond of the Pharmacopoial
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preparation, "vaseline " should be employed. In Dr. Hubbard remarked that for the last twentythis manner the ointment is doubly defended from years he had made it a rule to leave the placentaundergoing decomposition. entirely alone in abortion occuring 'from one tOThe defects of the otherwise very valuable un- four months. If hemorrhage is severe after theguentum plumbi subacetatis compositum are thus expulsion of the foetus, use tampon, and leave thepithily described in Mr. Peter Squire's 'Compan. case to look after itself. He tampons in the fol-ion, -" sweet at first, becomes rancid if exposed lowing manner: Take about an ounce of pulverisedto the air." Now this preparation, if composed in alum, tie it up in a fine cambric handkerchief, andaccordance with this recent suggestion, will pre- leave the string attached. Introduce this littleserve its original colour, and generally its freshness, bag into the vagina, and crowd it up to the neckfor I believe an indefinte time. of the uterus. Behind this he usually places AI have thought it right to communicate this most piece of soft sponge, which also has a string attach-useful hint, as a pendant to my previous communi- ed to it, and then he leaves the woman, feelingcation, because I look npon it as a means of extend- that she is perfectly safe. The next day this tan'ing very considerably in the treatment of cutaneous pon is removed, and if hemorrhage occurs, arothefdiseases the uses and advantages of the glycerole is introduced, and another day is allowed to pass.of subacetate of lead. ,In a large number of cases the placenta will beIt must of course be remembered that no pre- found in the vagina, quite certainly at the end ofparation, however ingenious from a pharmaceutical the second, probably at the end of the first day,point of view, can be of much avail if it should and he believes this to be the safest practice. In-happen topresent any therapeutical incompatibility. terference he regarded as bad practice, providedThe Pharmacopæial ointment in question is of the mouth of the uterus is not dilated sufficient tOcourse designed to serve as a local sedative and permit of the easy removal of the uterine contents.mild astringent. If the vaseline should chance to For more than twenty years he has not intro-alter thil essential property of the ointment and duced the hand into the cavity of the uterus for therender iL at all irritant or stimulating, the vaseline purpose of removing a clot. All that is necessarywould scarcely be an acceptable substitute for the is to introduce the hand into the vagina, and tWObland excipients (wax and oul) that are now used. fingers into the cavity of the uterus, and break UPHowever, I have made good trial of the propos- the clot, when it will be rapidly expelled, if presed new ointment and find that iL answers perfectly sure is at the sanie Lime made over the uterus With,the indications that would be thought proper as the other hand. Now, if pain is present, give ergo t tdemanding the use of the Pharmacopoeial prepar- for it will not act if pain is absent; and if pain 
ation. I may add to this that I had already for absent, give opium and nux vomica for the purposesome time past made trial on a larger scale in of developing nerve-power. This was his methodhospital practice of pure vaseline as an application of treating this class of cases, and believed by Dr.to the skin, and I have found it a perfectly bland Hubbard to be safe and effectual. If the placent$and unirritating substance even in specially irritable is adherent, another condition of affairs is 1)resenltconditions of the skin. I have reason to think iL a and it may be necessary tc proceed to its remnoval-blander and more neutral application tothe skin than Dr. Garrish regarded the treatment by the reeven the unguentun simplex of the Pharmacopœia r moval of the placenta in abortion as impracticable

The method above described of preparing the for the reason that in many cases iL is impossibleunguentum plumbi subacetatis compositum ot as to reach the cervix, so that the finger or any instfto enable it to keep witbout change, is a matter of ment can be introduced with safety for such pur'interest not in this country only, since I find on pose. His habit is to use a lump of alun tampOflreference to the 'Companion to the PharmacopGæia,' with cotton or sponge, and permit the placenta tothat the preparation is officinal not only in Great remain six or eight days if necessary. No serioo5Britain but also in Belgium, France, Germany, and consequences have ever attended this method ORussia.-London Pharmaceutical Journa. treatment. The vaginal surfaces are at the sarie
time kept clean by the use of antiseptics.

MANAGEMENT OF THE PLACENTA IN Dr. Garrish was also of the opinion that chlOr-
ABORTION. form administered during confinement predispOse

to post partun hemorrhage.
Dr. Munde, in New York Academy of Medicine,was of the opinon that no injury would follow, ifthe placenta, after an abortion, was permitted to CHLORAL IN NOCTURNAL EMEIS.-In L'Impadremain in the uterus fora numb-t. fr d

ays after theexpulsion of th* fotus, and by the introduction ofa tampon and the use of ergot, etc., it could be,as a rule, foun in the vagina within a very mode- 1rate length of time.

aie, iiarchi 17th, Dr. Ademolo relates four cas
which were completely cured by chloral hydrate.
It may be given at first in doses of seven or oight
grains at night, gradually increasing the -dose
twelve grams.-Americait Practitioner.
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DANGER OF CHLOROFORM IN FISSURE OF THE

A»Us.-M. Nicaise calls attention (Gazette Med.,
March 18) to the fact that fissure of the anus, and
especially in its most serious form-the "intolerant
fissure" of Prof. Gosselin-is generally accompanied
by a well-marked condition of the nervous system,
Which renders its subjects highly susceptible to the
Chloroform. Forced dilatation, which is almost
the exclusive means adopted for treating this affec-
tion in France, necessitates the use of chloroform;
and it is therefore important for the surgeon to be
.aware of the danger which may attend its admin-
'Itration. A lady of very nervous temperament,
atd pregnant two months, being the subject of the
'Intolerant" fissure, was put under chloroform, and

80n fell into a state of resolution without prior ex.
Citement. After dilatation had been practiséd, the
Patient was found to remain in an alarming state of
resolution, the thorax being quite immovable, and
the pulse very feeble. The various efforts at re-
storation had to be continued for three-quarters of
' hour before respiration could be completely re-
established. Vomiting was frequent. Although
the quantity, of chloroformu used was very small,
the patient was very near dying. To another
4ervous woman forty years of age, chloroform was
4ost carefully given, and after four or five inspfr-
ations she fell into a state of resolution without
Prior excitement. Dilatation was at once perform-
ed, and the patient came to almost directly-the
Whole having lasted but a moment. Had the
Chloroform been continued,disastrous results might
ave ensued. In the case of a man aged twenty,

aso, a few inspirations produced anæsthesia and
resolution. In other cases the subjects of fissure,

.. Nicaise has not met with this excessive sensi-
lity to the action of chloroforn, but its possibility

'nidicates the necessity. of precautions. The de-
Pressing effect of the chloroform was most marked
'r' the first of these cases, the slow form of death
Which seemed imminent differing from that com-

o0nly observed, in which life ceases suddenly andlinexpectedly by syncope-the two forms being
tiàtinguished by M. Perrin as the adynamic and
the conclusive. Other cases in which dangerous
syiptoms after chloroform have occured in the

ractice of M. Guyon (detailed, as well as those of
k- Nicaise, in a thesis recently published by M.
4thcamp) have comported themselves differently,

ere having been a prolonged state of excitement,
ad the amount of chloroform consumed being
r4uch more considerable. Although none of his
eses proved fatal, they have been sufficiently
alarnuing to lead M. Guyon to perform dilatation
'thout chloroform, making it more instantaneous
tan by Maisonneuve's procedure, which, while
'Pid, is still progressive. - M. Nicaise does not
thitik that chloroform need be renounced in these
tses, but that the surgeon should most carefully

atclh the phenomena produced while administering

it himself, and proceeding to the operation the
instant that resolution is produced.-Med. Times
and Gazette April i, 1876.-Monthly Abstract,
June, '76.

GASTROTOMY.-The Record has already publish-
ed a notice of M. Labbé's operation for the removal
of a fork from the stomach of a man, but a few
additional points may be interesting to our readers.
The operation of gastrotomy has now been per-
formed nine times for the removal of foreign bodies,
and in all nine cases it has been successful. On
the other hand it has beenperformed nineteen times
for cancer of the œsophagus, and three times for
traumatic stricture of the esophagus,and in all these
cases ended fatally within a period varying from a
few hours to twelve days. In a great many ofthese
cases there was no peritonitis, but probably in all
the operation had been delayed until the patients
were in the last stages of exhaustion and cachexia.
M. Labbé previous to his operation made many dis-
sections to determine the point of election for the
incisions. He found that the great curvature of the
stomach never ascends higher than a transverse line
drawn between the cartilages of the ninth ribs.
The end of the cartilage of the ninth rib is situated
immediately above the first depression that is met
with on passing the finger downwards along the
border of the false ribs. This depression is bounded
below by the movable cartilage of the tenth rib,
which gives rise to a peculiar crepitus when moved.
Having settled these points, M. Labbé made his
incision parallel to, and half an inch to the inside
of the edge of the false ribs on the left side. The
incision was 13/4 inches long, its lower extremity
falling upon the transverse line between the cartil-
ages of the two ninth ribs. The rectus muscle was
not cut, and the stomach wasopened at the junction
of the cardiac and pyloric portions.-Gaz. Hbd. de.
Med. et de Chir.-Med. Record, June 24, 1874. .

NITRATE OF SILVER IN PHTHISICAL LARYNGITIS.
-Dr. J. Sawyer says, in the British Medical Your-
nal .- Phthisical laryngitis is a very painful malady;
and when it has passed into its second stage, it is
always fatal. It is difficult to give much relief by
treatment. But I wvish to speak very confidently
of the good resuits which arise from the frequent
application to the larynx of a solution of nitrate of
silver : one drachm of the salt toan ounce of water.
In the first stage, this remedy stimulates the nutri-
tion of the larynx, and so combats the local anæemia ;
in the second stage it reduces the tumefaction ; in
the third it checks the ulceration. In all, it dead-
ens the morbid and painful sensibility of the affected
parts. Dysphagia always arises in this disease. It
is often a very serious symptom. The tumid and
tender larynx makes deglutition difficult. This
condition is promptly relieved by the local applica-
tion I have recommended.-Med. &- Surg. Reporter.
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ON THE PRESERVATION OF ICE AT THE BEDSIDE. THORACIC ANEURisM TREATED By ELECTRO--Mr. Sampson Gamgee, Surgeon to the Queen's LYSIs.-Dr. H. I. Bowditch (Bos. Med. Wur.,Hosptal, Birmingham, in a short article (Lancet, January, 1876), from his own experience and thatjune fo, 1876> cals attention to this subject. His of others, shows that of the cases thus treated a littlepractice for some years as been to cut a piece of less than one-third die soon. A little more thanfannel about nine inches square, and secure it by one-third are either cured or relieved. Less thanligature round the mouth of an ordinary tumbler, one-fbfth are cured, and even these have relapses.so as to leave a cup-shaped depression of fIannel He believes that, respecting the operation, the fol-within the tumbler to about hapf its depth. In lowing principles are correct :the fannel cup ho constructed pieces of ice may (i.) In any case in which treatment such as Val-be preserved rmany hours, ail the longer if a piece salva's, as modified by Tuffnell, or still further, asof flannel from four to five inches square be used suggested by Bowditch, and in which there can be noas a loose cover to the icescup. Cheap fannel, with doubt from the physical exploration of the chestcomparatively open meshes, is preferable, as the that aneurism of the arch of the aorta exists, if,water easily drains through it and the ice is thus moreover, we find that the lungs are not very muchkept quite dry. When good flannel with close tex- involved, if we have made up our minds that theture is employed , a smal hole must be made in the case tends certainly to death, perhaps attendedbottor of the f mannel cup, otherwise it holds the with severe suffering-in such a case there can besater, and facilitates the melting of the ice, which no doubt that we should be justified in advising1, nevertheless, preserved nuch longer than in the electro-puncture for relief, at least, and with thenaked cup or tumbler. In a room 6 F., Dr. G. hope of a cure of the aneurism, though it be small.made the following experiment with four tumblers, (2.) As to how it should be done-whether byplacing in each two ounces of ice broken into pieces applying to the needles the positive pole or theof the average size for sucking. In tumber No. i negative, or both, or one or the other alternately-the ice was loose. It had ail melted in two hours I think no decision can be made further than this :and fifty-five minutes. In tumbler NO. 2 the ice the positive pole causes a firmer clot and dis-was suspended in the tumbler in a cup made as engges less gas than the negative.above described of good Welsh fanriel. I five (3) A nild current should be used at first andhours and a quarter the flannel cup was more than contnued for some tine.haif filled with nater, with some pieces of ice float (4.) Absolute rest before and after the operation,ing in it; in another hour and a quarter (six hours if possible, in a perfectly horizontal posture, shouldand a haef from the commenceyent of the experi- be maintained for months.mer t the fainel cup was nearly filed with water, (5.) In regard to drugs, I should be governed byad no ice remained. In tumbler NO. 3 the ice crcumstances-gentle laxatives are admissible-was suspended in a fannel cup made in the same perhaps digitalis, if the pulse be too rapid. Iodidemnanner and of the same material as in NO. 2, but of potassium might be tried, also cold or compres-in NO. 3 a hole capable of admitting a quili pen sion ; if need be feeches might be applied.--Revihad been màde in the bottom of the fiannel cup, of Medicine, Detroi.with the effect of protracting the total liquefaction

of the two ounces of ice to a period of eight hours CHLORAL AND BROMIDE F POTASSIUM 114and three-quarters. In tumbler No. 4 two ounces DELIRIUM TREMENS.-Dr W. J. Chandler (Loui-of ice were placed in a flannel cup made, as above ville iUca Nes, May 13, C876,> assuming thatdescribed, of cheap, open flannel (rod. per yard), in delirium tremens there is cerebral or menigealwhich allowed the water to drain through very inperrem es that chloran oameiga
befreallthesnceha eledtn inueselase hr ia rconsiders that chlora and potassiuO

readily. Ten hours and ten minutes elapsed bromide, are the remedies indicated on accouit Ob e fo re a il th is ic e h a d m e lte d . h i p o e of l s n n g t s h y ra m - T e t
bA reserve supply outside the bedroom door can their power of lessening this hyperæ iaccouhese

Asere by aki he flneup, or o theplan drugs are useful in neuralgia, insomnia, acute mania,
be secured by making a fiannel cup, or on the plan &c. The depressing effects of the chloral are pre-
above described, in a jug, and filling it with littie e t d b th po a s u br m e, w i r d c s
lumps of ice; care being taken that there is space vented by the potassium bromide, which producesenough below the keg to allow the water to collect, contraction of the entire capillary system whilst theand leave the ice dry. This provision will allow chlorai causes relaxation. The following is theice to be used during the hottest night, without the recipe used by Dr. Chandier-supply failing, or the patient being disturbed--two R Chloral hydrate viij.very important considerations. The real thera- Potass. bromid. SS.peutic benefit of ice is only produced in some cases Aqus menth. pip.by i:s free use, and its soothing and stilling effect Syrup. Tolutan. . aa f. ij.mut be aided by the most perfect surrounding A tablespoonful every two hours tili followed byquîiet.--Med. Zw8 &- Library. sleep.-The .Doctor.

E!MWR
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THE TREATMENT OF CHRONIC DYSENTERY.-
t Mr. R. Donaldson, writing from Rangoon to the

editor of the Indian Medical Gazette. June ist,
1 Irecommends the compound tincture of benzoin as

'a Most efficacious remedy in dysenteric affections.
. lie says that, in Burmah, dysentery is a very com-

ton affection, and in the European, as well as in
the native, exhibits a marked tendency to become
* chronic. In many of these cases, ipecacuanha ap-
Pears to have little or no effect ; and persistence
1r1 the treatment l5y large doses of this drug, far from
being productive of good, is fruitful of positive
Plischief. The stomach is rendered so irritable by
't, that the patient is unable to retain nourish-
'Ient ; and he then suffers from exhaustion, the
coTmbined effect of the disease and innutrition. In
these cases, the tincture of benzoin, given in com-

.bination with astringents-notably with logwood
'has been found extremely useful ; often, indeed

acting like a charm ; and it nay be truly said ofit, that its powers of healing diseased mucous
rembranes equal its performances when applied

eXternally to wounds. The formula recommended
.: Compound tincture of benzoin, half a drachm ;
Co!mpound tincture of catechu, one drachm ;
tincture of opium, ten ininims ; extract of hæmo-
toxylon, ten grains ; water. to one ounce ; for a
draught to be given three times a day. If neces-
%ay, th.e remedy may be administered by the
rectum. It would appear that the compound
tilIcture of benzoin is an old, and at one time, a
Well-known remedy in dysentery, as well as in sim-
Ple mucous diarrhea and in chronic infantile, in-
lmrnmatory diarrhœa, in which the evacuations al-
Ways contain mucus, and sometimes a little blood.

dritish fed. Yournal-Penisular 7ournal of
*edicine.

The newest thing in therapeutics is the 'plan of
tteating nasal catarrh by the local application of
bisMuth, advocated by Dr. Ferrier. Being afflicted
Wth nasal catarrh himself and having some bis-
ut41th at hand, he tried a pinch, and the relief so

accorded was such that a few more pinches were
taken from time to time, by which means the
'atarrh was speedily cured. His further experi-
ence has decided in favor of an admixture of gum
acacia in powder, and the addition of a little mor-
Phia. By this means lightness is given to the
j DWder, and its local sedative action is increased.

seems very probable that catarrhal snuffs will be
aIt1ong the stock of preparations of all chemists,
ad that a new feature will be added to the
, esent advertisements. Another new thing is an
Otnamental bottle containing a little piece of lint
at one end, and some nitrite of amyl in the other
eý0Mpartment, for the relief of palpitation due to
eleriole spasm, hysterical or gouty. This last

ea originated with Dr. Milner Fothergill.-(Med.
f es Lond. Con.

SPECIFIC AGAINST HYDROPHOBIA.-Dr. Grzy-
vala of Krivoe Ozero, Podolia, for whose trust-
worthiness Professor Gubler of Paris vouches, de-
clares that, after a series of crucial trials which he
describes at length, he bas found that, after having
had opportunities of treating at least one hundred
cases of men bitten by rabid dogs, with the
Xanthium Spinosum, he has never in any one of
these cases failed to ward off hydrophobia. He
gives some startling examples. During the
Crimean war, a family of twelve persons had been
bitten by a hydrophobic wolf. Six of them entered
his wards in the hospital of Olschanka, government
of Podolia, district of Balta. They were treated
with infusion of the leaves of xanthium, and all re-
covered. The six others, who were treated by the
actual cautery and the daily use of genesta tincto-
ria and other drugs, died with hydrophobia in the
course of twelve to sixty days. He recounts many
other facts not less striking. For an adilt, the
dose is sixty centigrammes of the dry powder, re-
peated three times a day, and continued during
six weeks. Children under twelve take half that
quantity. The dose for animals is much larger.
A herd of thirty oxen had been bitten by a mad
wolf ; eight had succumbed with symptoms of
hydrophobia. The Commissary of Police came to
Dr. Grzyvala for his " antirabic powder." He gave
three ounces of the powder, with bran, daily to
each of the remaining animals ; none of them suf-
fered from the disease. These are examples of
which Dr. Grzyvala says he has a hundred others.
-Brit. Med.. Your.

NEw METHOD OF SOUNDING FOR VESICAL CAL-
cuL.-Dr. Van Brabandt calls the attention of
surgeons to an easy and novel method of sounding
the bladder for stone. Having had occasion to
puncture the bladder of an old man, suffering from
retention of urine, in the hypogastiic region by
means of Dieulafoy's aspiraior, certain symptoms
led him to suspect the presence of a calculus, where-
upon he made a thorough exploration of the
bladder with the canula of the capillary trocar.
This method can be employed when the introduc-
tion of a sound leaves the surgeon doubtful as to
the presence of a stone, especially where the stone
is lodged bebind the prostate or in vesical cysta.
In doubtful cases it is advised to combine both
methods.-Arch. Med. Be/ge; Revue Therap.

LUPULINE in large doses bas proved efficacious
in combating the insomnia of delirium tremens.
One man, m athlete, had been unable to sleep for
ten days, and it was decided to administer to him
large doses of lupuline-three drachms were given
to eight ounces of ale every two hours. During
eight bours he had taken nine drachms of the drug,
and at the end of that tine he went to sleep. The
usual dose is two drachms every two hours.

357
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VERATRUM VIRIDE IN THE TREATMENT OF

PNEUMNIA.-Dr. W. W. Alexander (PhiadelphAa
Med. and Surgical Reporter) strongly advocates the
use of veratrum viride in the treatment of pneumo-
nia. He pushes its administration "until the pulse
(alls, the skin softens, and the heat subsides, or
other manifest improvement takes place, such as
placidity of countenance, easy respiration, and sub-
dued color, etc." He prescribes six to eight drops,
commencing with the minimum dose, every two
hours, if necessary, to every four hours, according
to the urgency of the case, of a mixture containing
equal parts of Norwood's saturated tincture of
veratrum viride, and syrup of squills. He suspends
the medicine for a few hours if vomiting super-
venes, and reduces the dose upon its resumption.
He also reduces the dose, or lengthens the inter-
vals, if nausea or perspiration occur during its
administration, and discontinues it entirely when
all inflammatory symptoms have disappeared. Dr.
Alexander believes veratruqi viride to be a most
reliable substitute for the lancet ia a vast majority
of cases of inflammatory pulmonary affections. To
quote his own words, " We have treated more cases
of pneumonia this season than usual. We have
pushed the veratrum in every case. We have not
thus far used the lancet in a single case this year,
except in one of apoplexy ; nor have we to regret
our reliance upon the veratrum, not having lost a
case of pneumonia this season. It has been our
chief reliance in the treatment of acute inflamma-
tory diseases-our sheet-anchor in pneumonia."-
Med. Press and Circular.

QUINETUM.-A preparation of the whole alka-
loids, separated from East India red bark, has been
u.sed, for some time, in the Indian Hospitals, as
well as in private practice, with great success.
As manufactured by Thomas Whiffin, an English
manufacturing druggist, it is a fine, granular, non-
adherent powder of a pale buff color, which dissolv-
ed in dilute sulphuric acid and water, is a clear
brown liquid. Sulphate of quinetum is a white
crystalline body, with a faint pink tinge, grealy re-
sembling sulphate of quinia. It disolves readily in
dilute acids, and the solution exhibits a strongly
marked fluorescence. It is said that the piice of
quinetum is about half that of quinia. The same
firm is manufacturing a citrate of iron and quinetum.
-New Remedies.

CHLORAL IN WHOOPING-COUGH.-Dr. Greslon
reports a very severe case which succumbed to
chloral, in doses of from fifteen to thirty grains
every night, after all the remedies usually tried had
failed. The action of the drug was very rapid,
fifteen days onlyoiaving elapsed between the first
administration of the drug and the cessation of the
cough.-La France Medicale.

GASTROTOMY.-The operation of gastrotomy has
recently been performed upon the case known to
the Paris public as " L'Homme à la Fourchette,"
the man with the fork. Regarding his history and
the recent operation, the correspondent of The
Lancet of April 22, 1876, says that about a year
and a half ago the man, whilst showing his skill at
introducing a whole fork into his gullet, suddenly
swallowed it. It could not be extracted from the
oesophagus, and finally found its way into the
stomach. After this, the fork couid be felt lying
lengthwise in the stomach. Short trials of various
means were made to extract the instrument up-
wards, but all these atempts were soon renounced
as useless and possibly mischievous, and the pa-
tient was sent into the country to his friends. After
a time he returned to -Paris. His general condi-
tion was satisfactory, but from time to time various
local symptoms of inflammation occurred. About
two months ago Dr. Labbé thought the proper
time had come to attempt gastrotomy. Accord-
ingly, applications of caustic were made to insure
adhesion between the stomach and skin. The
operation had, however, to be postponed on ac-
count of the illness of the patient, but a week ago
it was performed. The fork has been extracted,
but great difficulty attended its removal, and the
operation proved to be a most arduous and anxious
one. Notwithstanding the attempts that had been
made by the application of caustics to sectire ad-
hesion of the stomach to the abdominal walls, the
peritoneai cavity had to be opene(1. At the last
report the patient was doing well.-Boson Med
de Surg. your.

DANGERS OF SALICYLIC ACID.-Sailcylic acid is
now being used almost generally in the treatment Of
acute rheumatism. It is necessary, however, to
avoid employing it in too large or too frequent
doses, as it may cause senous prostration, with
great lowering of temperature. Dr. Joseph G-
Richardson (Medical Times, May 13 th, 1876) re-
ports a case in which 120 grains were administered
in the course of three days. The temperature fell
from 1023° to 96y•°, the pulse and heart beat
became intermittent. He also observed similar
effects in other cases, and he recommends that the
pulse and temperature should be carefully watched
during the administration of this drug, so that, if re-
quired, stimulants may be given.-The Doctor.

At the outbreak of the war, when patriotism Was
somewhat more abundant than knowledge of ail&-
tomy, the question was put to a candidate for sur-
geon's position in a Cincinnati regiment, " What
is Scarpa's triangle?" To which he replied -
" What is the use of asking a man a foolish ques-
tion like that, when his country's-flag is trailing i'
the dust ? "
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ACTION OF CHLORAL ON THE RECTUM.-It
Would appear that chloral is one of those agents
which acts with nearly as much energy when intro-
duced in the rectum as when taken in the stomach.
In a case of puerperal convulsions to which we
had been called in consultation, a solution of
bromide of potassium with hydrate of chloral,
which could not be swallowed by the patient, was
injected in the rectum, with the effect of allaying
spasm promptly and decidedly. It was repeated
in the same case with excellent results. Since
that time, other trials of chloral as an enema have
confirmed its value in this mode of administration.
The quantity of thirty grains in two or three ounces
of water will generally be sufficient for a single in-
jection. A late No. of the Gazette Hebdomadaire
reports a case of obstinate chorea cured in fifteen
days by the injection of sixty grains morning and
evening.

Since writing the foregoing paragraph we have
had a curious illustration of the quickness with
which chloral is absorbed by the lining membrane
of the rectum. A lady who suffered severe uterine
neuralgia, and to whom the taste of chloral hydrate
was extremely unpleasant and provocative of vom-
iting, had a solution containing twenty grains of
the medicine thrown into the rectum. Within two
Ininutes she perceived the taste of it in her mouth,
and was seized with severe vomiting.--Pacif Med.

Sur. Your.

CLEFT PALATE TREATED BY STRONG NITRIC
ACID, WITHOUT OPERATION.-Mr. Mason has at
present under observation at St. Thomas's Hospital
Several interesting cases of congenital cleft palate.
Which he is treating by the application of strong
fi tric acid alone, and consequently without the use
of the knife, %The ages of the patients vary from
a few weeks to several years. Mr. Mason thinks
that this method of effecting union is especially ap-
Plicable to cases in which the cleft is of average ex-
tent, and even where the hard palate is partially im-
Plicated. In more severe instances the ordinary
Operation may be required. Mr. Mason finds that
the application of the acid is attended with no pain
Or inconvenience whatever to the patient, and
although tlie cure is more slowly accomplished, it
has the advantage of being sure, and of completely
Closing the fissure in the most perfect manner, with-
OUt the risk of the parts giving way, either wholly
Or partially, as too often happens after the usual
Operation of staphyloraphy. A further gain seems
to be that the cases may be dealt with as out-patient,
as in all the examples now under notice. Mr.
l4ason, after many trials, prefers the strong nitric
acid to any other' form of caustic. We shall
continue to watch the progress of these cases, and
give the results on a future occasion,-Med. News
» Library-Lancet, May 6, 1876.

CHROMIC ACID FOR WARTs.-Three or four
applications of this acid will cause the disap-
pearance of warts, however hard, large, or dense
these may be. The application gives rise to
neither pain, suppuration, nor cicatrices, the sole
inconvenience being the production of a daik
brown colour.- Union Med., April 22.

NEW MEDICAL JOURNALS.-Another "want long
fet"has be.en s ili d th, f»ession f

Columbus, Ohio, in the form of two medical jour-
nals, the Ohio Medical Recorder and the Ohio
Medical and Surgical Journal. Each appears with
a circular justifying its publication. Each is, of
course the organ of a medical college.

q¢port of Otittieo.

HALDIMAND MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The annual meeting of the Haldimand Medical
Association was held in the Town Hall, Caledonia,
on Monday, the 7th July, when the following
members were present :-Drs. McCargow, Presi-
dent; Davis, Treasurer ; Hillyer, Secretary ; Beth-
une (M.M.C.), Baxter (M.P.P.), Dee, Harrison,
Jones, Dillabaugh, and Bumbury. Dr. Henwood,
of Brantford, repre'sentative of the Territorial Di-
vision in the Medical Council, was also present by
special invitation.

The minutes of the preceding annual meeting
having been read, and certain accounts presented
and ordered to be paid, the Association proceeded
to the election of officers.

Moved by Dr. Bethune and seconded by Dr.
Baxter-That all the officers- of last year be re-
elected. Carried.

On motion, Dr. Henwood was elected an honor-
ary member.

Dr. Henwood acknowledged the compliment in
a few well-timed remarks, and took the opportunity
of thanking the members for their unanimous sup-
port of his candidature at the last Territoria
Division election.

Dr. Davis was next elected as delegate to the
Canadian Medical Association Convention, to be
held in Toronto, August 2nd.

The following resolutions were introduced and
elicited an animated discussion, in which Drs.
Henwood, Bethune, Davis and others took part :-

" Resolved, That this Association considers that
it would be to the interest of the profession and of
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the general public if the number of the represen- ized to communicate with the President and Direc-tatives in the Medical Council were increašed ; and tors of the various Life Assurance Companies do-that with this object, it would be desirable to have ing business in this region that the members of thethe Medical Act so amended as to enable each Haldinand Medical Association desire to ex-Territorial Division to return two members instead press their opinion that the fee for examinationof one, as heretofore." of applicants for life assurance should be five dol-
Dr. Henwood, in a very eloquent, forcible, and lars in all cases ; the work of examination and

logical speech, laid before the Association the ad- writing being identical." Carried.
vantages and dis-advantages which might accrue At this period of the business, Dr. Jones, offrom an increased representation, and concluded, Hagersville, preferred a charge of unprofessional
upon the whole, that such a measure would be conduct against a medical man resident in the
premature and impracticable at the present-the same village, who, it seems, had visited a patientfinancial condition of the College not justifying of his, suffering froin a fracture of the femur, in histhe increased expenditure incident thereto. absence, and, having taken off the splints and

Drs. Bethune, Baxter, Davis, and others, having bandages, went through the process of re-setting
expressed similar views, it was laid over for fur- wben there was no displacement, re-adjusting the
ther consideration. same splints and re-bandaging, with no other appa-" Reso/ved, That this Association views with sor- rent object than to bring discredit upon his brother
row and amazement the attempts of a certain influ- practitioner and take credit to himself !
ential journal to discourage the efforts of the pro- It was the unanimous opinion of the meeting
fession to elevate the standard of medical educa- that the practitioner referred to had been guilty of
tion, and to protect the public from the ignorance a gross breach of professional etiquette and ungen-
and rapacity of charlatanry, and desires to record tlemanly conduct; but, as he was not a member of
its unqualified denunciation of so unpatriotic a the Association, it had no power to deal with the
course." case.

Several members spoke to this resolution, and
generally expressed the view that altogether too
much importance had been attached to the utter-
ances of the sheet in question ; that, already
puffed up with an inordinate conceit of its powers,
it would be administering to a morbid vanity for
medical men to publicly notice diatribes whose
vulgar insolence was only equalled by their impo-
tence. It was then voted to be laid on the table.

After the discussion of some other questions of
local importance, and partaking of a bounteous
repast served in his best style by mine host of the
Diamond Hotel, the Association adjourned sin(
die. E. S. HILLYER, M.D.,

Hon. Sec'y.

PROCEEDINGS AT THE MEETING OF THE STATE
BOARD OF HEALTH, MICHIGAN JULY Il irx876.

"Resolved, That, as the medical profession of There were present Dr. H. O. Hitchcock, PresiOntario has no proper place for the meeting of its dent; Dr. R. C. Kedzie, Rev. J. S. Goodman, Dr.
representatives-the Medical Council-that the A. Hazlewood and Dr. Henry B. Baker, Secretary.
member for Haldimand, Dr. Baxter, be requested There was considerble discussion over the Pre-
to bring before the Legisiative Assembly the pro- sent system of oil inspection in the State. Not-priety and justice of assisting the profession in -

purcasig asuiabl buldig fr is meti snd withstanding the great saving of life under the ne"purchasing a suitable building for its meetings and law the Board is not yet satisfied, but is strivilgexaminations, which may hereafte, be known as the for even buter resuits. A thorough report on t'e
'College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario.", subject was presented by Dr. Kedzie.
Carried. 

Dr. Kedzie presented a paper on "meais ofThe tariff for the Association, as revised by the escape from public buildings in case of fire." Itcommittee appointed at the last annual meeting, was a strong plea for a law requiring the doors Of
having been brought forward apd thoroughly dis- all public buildings to open outwards ; and that
cussed, it was moved by Dr. Davis and seconded there should be some means of escape from eachby Dr. Bethune-" That the Secretary be author- i hotel room. In buildings of this character the

.
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fiames generally follow the stairways and elevator
OPenings.

Dr. Kedzie also read a paper, and presented a
model, illustrating his new plan for ventilating rail-
road cars. By his method the air is introduced
free from all dust and cinders, is evenly distributed
through the car in sufficient quantity without
sensible draft, and at the same time the foul air is
rapidly withdrawn.

By request of the Board and for the information
of its members, Dr. Kedzie read a report of the
ieeting of the American Medical Association at
Philadelphia. he having been chairman of the
section on public health in that association.

Dr. Baker presented tables and diagrams show-
lng the death-rate under various conditions of
limate, etc.

Dr. Hazlewood read a paper in which he gave
facts and figures concerning the advisability, and
the dangers to be avoided in vaccination for the
Prevention of small-pox. It contained a complete
history of vaccination from its discovery, and pre-
sented statistics showing the decrease in the death-
'ate from small-pox by means of vaccination.

S. Day, of Ann Arbor, presented a plan for a
Water filter, applicable to filtering water as it enters
Cisterns. He claimed that the action of his filter
Was automatic, and that because of the intermit-
tence between storms the charcoal is enabled to
renew its purifying power. He also claimed that
the character of the water could be modified by
the incorporation of certain materials in his filter,
Whereby iron, lime, etc., could be added if desired,
Or its freedom secured from all substances which
tend to render it hard.

Dr. Baker read a report relative to a portion of
the work done in the office of the Secretary since
the last meeting of the Board. The report showed
general progress in the work of the office. It
accounted, among other things for the distribution
Of some 2,6oo copies of the Third Annual Report,
about half of them to officers of local boards of
health, and the rest to sanitarians, etc.

By request of an officer of the State Public
School, at Coldwater, the secretary, in addition to
his office duties, made. an examination of the
sanitary conditions of that institution, and had
'arefully written out and sent to the Board of
Control a detailed report of the conditions, with
SlIggestions and advice in relation to the sanitary

management of that institution. The report itself
was not submitted at this meeting.

Dr. Baker presented a plan for the registration
of diseases similar to that adopted by the State
Board of Health of Massachusetts. This plan
contemplates asking leading physicians in various
parts of the State to report diseases prevailing
during stated periods of time on postal card blanks
furnished by the Board; also requiring such
reports from the health officers of all cities in
Michigan. The project was adopted.

A communication from A. A. Day, State In-
spector of illuminating oils, in reference to fees of
deputies, etc., was read and placed on file.

A communication from J. T. Elliott, of Grand
Rapids, relative to the unhealthiness of decaying
side walks, was read and referred to the Committee
on Decomposing Organic Matter, etc.

A communication from L. P. Alden, of the
State Public School at Coldwater, giving a de-
tailed account of the sickness at that institution,
was read and referred to the. Committee on Epi-
demic Diseases, etc.

The Secretary announced coming meetings of
prominent associations as follows :-American
Social Science Association at Saratoga, Sept. 5 to
8. International Medical Congress, Philadelphia,
Sept. 4 to 9; and American Public Health Asso-
ciation, Boston, Oct. 3 to 6.

A valuable paper by Dr. O. Marshall, of Lansing,
giving a detailed account of scarlet fever as it pre-
vailed in North Lansing in 1875-6, was read and
ordered published in the Annual Report. It was
an important contribution to the study of this
disease, containing many facts bearing upon its
restriction and prevention and on the causes tend-
ing to render it malignant. It was accompanied
by a carefully drawn map.

A communication from J. M. Loop, M.D., of
Port Sanilac, giving details of cases of typhoid
fever attributed to the use of impure water, was
read.

The following were proposed as correspondents
to the Board: Drs. J. M. Loop, D. Todd, N. H.
Kimball, E. Batwell, O. Marshall, John P. Wilson,
and Robert Johnston.

The Board adjourned.

NOVA SCOTIA MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The annual meeting of the NovalScotia Medical
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Society was held in New Glasgow, on Wednesday
and Thursday, June 28 and 29. The meeting was
called to order on Wednesday, at three p.m., by
the Presid.ent, who read a very able and interesting
address; after which reports of Committees were
handed in and discussed.

Dr. Murray, of New Glasgow, was appointed a
delegate to the International Medical Congress to
be held in Philadelphia in September.

A committee was appointed to draft a bill for
presentation to the Local Legislature of the Pro-
vince to amend the law relating to medical witness
fees.

At the evening session the reports of Commit-
tees on scientific subjects were read-by Dr. Muir,
of Truro, on the " Progress of Medical Science ;"
on the " Progress of Practice of Medicine," by Dr.
Somers, of Halifax. A Report on Obstetric Medi-
cine," by Dr. Sandford of Burlington, was read by
Dr. Wm. Fraser. These reports elicited many im-
portant observations upon the subjects treated of,
and votes of thanks were tendered to the gentlemen
who presented them.

Resolutions of regret and condolence were pass-
ed relative to the decease of Dr. S. Muir, of Truro,
the former President.

At Thursday morning session the Committee on
nominations reported, proposing the following of-
ficers and members of standing Committees, who
were elected in the usual way :

Presidenit-Dr. G. M. Johnston, Pictou.
Vice-Presidents-Dr. Sandford, Hants Co., and

Dr. Wm. McDonald, Antigonish.
Secretary-Dr. J. Somers, Halifax.
Treasurer-Dr. J. F. Black.
A vote of thanks to the Railway authorities was

passed, after which the Society adjourned, to meet
in Truro on the third Wednesday of June, 1877.

After the adjournment of the meeting the mem-
bers and their friends went on a pleasure excursion
by the Steamer " Dragon " from Pictou, returning
the same evening. Lunch was served on board,
and the day was spent pleasantly and profitably by
all.

NORTH RIDING OF BRUCE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The third meeting of the above association t
was held at Wilkinson's hotel, Invermay, June
6th. The President, Dr. Scott, in the chair. The
attendance was fair.

The medical tariff of fees was introduced for
consideration, and after some discussion it was
resolved to adopt the Tariff of Fees for Saugeen
and Brock territorial division as the tariff for the
North Riding of Bruce. The President was re-
quested to arrange for bill-heads that should have
the Tariff printed upon them.

A motion was introduced to the effect that it is
in the interests of the medical profession to obtain
a legal sanction to the holding of post mortem
examinations in certain cases where the cause of
death may be obscure to the medical attendant,
provided always that the friends of the deceased
shall have the right to attend such examinations or
to cause some one to appear in their behalf, and
that said _Post mortem examination shall not be
allowed to interfere with the funeral obsequies.
After considerable discussion this motion was laid
over.

Drs. McLaren, Reilly and Washington were
apponted to prepare papers to be read at next
meeting.

After a vote of thanks to Dr. Washington and
to our host and hostess for the excellent " spread"
provided, the meeting adjourned to reconvene at
Southampton on call of the President.

C. W. REILLY, Secretary.

HURON MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The 4th regular meeting of the Huron Medical
Association was held in Seaforth, on the 4 th of
July. Dr. Sloan of Blythe occupied the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read
and approved of. Dr. Burgess of Seaforth read a
paper on Post Partum Hæmorrhage. A very in-
structive and animated discussion followed, in which
Drs. Coleman, Sloan, Vercoe, Holmes, and Stewart
took part. It appeared to be the universal
opinioh of the members present that Credes'-
method of external pressure was more to be relied
on, both as a pieventive and curative measure,
than any other means we have at our disposal.

Dr. Hurlburt of Brucefield read a paper onl
Pleuritic Effusion." It was based on an analysis

of 9 cases in all of which copious effusions were
present. The aspirator was only used in twO 0f
the cases.

Drs. Coleman, McLaan and Stewart were ap-
pointed delegates to the International Congress at
Phildelphia. The society then adjourned to neet
n Seaforth again in October.

j
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VACCINATION AS A PROPHYLACTIC.

We noticed in our last issue a very exhaustive
essay on this subject by Dr. W. C. Chapman, of
Toledo, O. Recent action in England against
Boards of Guardians who had refused to put the
Vaccination Act in force. would seem to imply
that the prejudice which of late has cropped up
against the most important discovery for the miti-
gation of suffering, and diminution of death rate
that the present century has to boast of, is not
confined to the ignorant and unlettered; it may
nlot therefore be considered an inopportune mo-
Ient to dwell further on this subject. In the

July number, we quoted sufficient authorities to
illustrate the fact of vaccination protecting the sys-
tem from the contagion of small-pox; we will now
therefore pass under review Dr. Chapman's second
enquiry, " Why does the protective power of vac-
Cination become so impaired as to render revac-
Cination advisable ?" The predisposition to vac-
cina or cow-pox is very general. A single attack
Sornetimes removes the liability for the rest of life,
but in the majority of cases this immunity only
lasts a number of years and then ceases. As
early as the year 1818, the College of Physicians
Of London,· in a report made to Parliament, stated
that " The security derived from vaccination against
the small-pox, If not absolutely perfect, is as nearly

as perhaps can be expected from any human
tiscovery, for amongst several hundred thousand
Cases, with the result of which the college has
been made acquainted, the number of alleged
failures have been surprisingly small, so much so,
As to form certainly no reasonable objection to the
!Qtneral adoption of vaccination, for it appears that
there are not nearly so many as there are deaths

in an equal number of persons inoculated for the
small-pox." In the investigation of the question,
Does the protective power of vaccination die out
in the individual ? Dr. Chapman brings to bear a
large amount of carefully compiled statistics, and
arrives at the conclusion that there is a -time in
post-vaccinal life when an attack of the variolous
disease may be so severe as to be scarcely, if at
all modified by the primary vaccination, and that
it is also clearly demonstrated that the further re-
moved the attack may be from the time of.vaccina-
tion, the more severe will it be in character. The
age of puberty is considered by many, as the time
of all others, when the revaccination should be
performed. There does not appear to be any
special reason why this should be a time chosen
in preference to any other, unless it be that four-
teen years (that being considered as the time of
puberty) is as long a period as should possibly
intervene between the two operations. Niemeyer
on this subject gives as his opinion, that physicians
should revaccinate all their patients at the out-
break of an epidemic of small-pox, no matter what
the length of time since their last vaccination.
Regarding the age at which it should be performed,
the following instructions have been issued by the
Lords of the Privy Council in England : "Except
so far as any immediate danger of smallpox may
require, vaccinate only subjects who are in good
bealth. As regards infants, ascertain that thereis
not any febrile state, nor any irritation of the
bowels, nor any unhealthy state of the skin, espe-
cially no chafing, or eczema behind the ears, or
the groins, or elsewhere in the folds of the skin.
Do not, except of necessity, vaccinate in cases
where there has been recent exposure to the in-
fection of measles or scarlatina, nor when any
erysipelas is prevailing in or about the place of
residence."

Regarding the selection of virus, Dr. Benjamin
Lee has arrived at the following conclusions :,-
ist. That virgin vaccine lymph direct from the
heifer is not easily absorbed into the human sys-
tem, and that therefore it is not advisable to
attempt its general use in the face of an epidemic,
or the presence of direct contagion. 2nd. That it
is less readily absorbed in the case of infants than
older children and adults. 3rd. That, when ab-
sorbed, it produces the vaccine disease in both its
local and constitutional manifestations, in its most
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normal and perfect type, without unusual severity attainable witb a decidedly decreased amount of
or complication. 4th. That virus prbduced by traumatism.
inoculation of a single human being with virgin Dr. Chapnan, after long employment of botb
lymph, for the first time, is absorbed into the animal and humanized virus, arrives at the follow-
human system with excessive readiness, constitut- ing conclusions
ing the most active virus that can be produced. ist. That it is clearly demonstrated that in the
5th. That such virus is more likely to induce true lymph taken from either a human or bovine vesicle,
vaccine in persons already vaccinated, than ordin- is found ah that is necessary to produce the vac-
ary humanized virus of long descent. 6th. That cinal disease in the human subject, and so protect
what is true of lymph of the first remove, is also the system against small-pox.
immeasurably true of that of several subsequent 2fd. That in most cases, the constitutianal and
removes, but to what extent, these experiments do local manifestations are'generally more severe after
not determine. 7th. That, accepting the fore- the employment of animal than buman virus, but
gong conclusions it is a matter of primary im- there are exceptional cases where the latter form
portance that every large centre of population of vaccine matter creates a mucb more severe
should be provided with the means for frequent grade of inflammatory action.
revivifying its supplies of virus by a return to the 3rd. There is no marked difference in the abilitY
original source. Dr. Foster, director of the to readily impart the vaccine disease, in the em-
vaccine department of the New York, Dispensary, pîoyment of either animal or human virus.m his report to the Board of Trustees of that 4th. As there is a prejudice anongst the people
Institution, considers the following propositions as as regards the implanting of syphilis, or other
well established. blood poisons into the system by the employmeft

ist. Vaccination with bovine virus is at least as of humanized virus, wben the use of animal virus
successful as that with humanized virus. will remove such prejudice, it should in alI cases

2nd- There does not appear any valid reason be employed. There are many authorities who
for looking upon vaccination, with lymph procured emphatically deny the possibility of conveying aY
from a succession of bovine inoculations, as in- form of disease through the medium of the vaccine
ferior, in the protection conferred against small- lymph. At the children's hospital, Paris, MI
pox, to those with humanized 'virus, or with virus Taupin vaccinated a large number of childrefl
direct from cases of spontaneous cow-pox. On with virus taken from subjects affected with itçh,
the contrary, in the case of the inoculated bovine scarlatina, measîes, varicella, varioîoid and variola,
disease, we can alwaysbe sure as to the precise rachitis, scrofula, tubercles, chronic eruptions Of
period of the disease ; and consequently, in taking the scalp, dartres, &c., witbout communicating tO
the lymph, can choose the time when it is more the patient any of these affections, either those
energetic. Whereas we can seldom or never assign
a precise date to the origin of a spontaneous case; nature.
and, indeed, must very rarely have an opportunity Niemeyer on this subject says :-*'The hype
of seeing such a case until the ro per time for thesis that serofula was transferred by vaccination
taking the lymph has passed. from one cbild to the other is false, as may be

3rd. Vaccination with bovine virus certainly proved. Sometimes children became scrofuI0"
does not entail a risk of any greater degree of in. after vaccination altough the lymph bas beel
flammation, than is generally met with in the use of taken from a perfectly bealthy cbild, and SOIne'
the humanized stock. •imes cbildren remain perfectly healthy after beU1g

4th. Animal vaccination enables a careful vac- vaccinated with lympb from a decidedly scrofulo
cinator to be positively certain that he runs no risk child.
of unwittingly conveying syphilis or other taints
in vaccination.

5th. The amodht of vaccinal efflorescence con- PRIZES.-Dr. P. G. Jennings of Quebec réceive
sidered necessary to constitute an effectual pro- the first Morrin ami first Sewell prizes at thepbylactic against small-pox is, with bovine virus University on the 3ot of june.
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THE RECURRENCE OF POISON VINE
ERUPTION.

The question has already been raised whether
the skin eruption caused by poison ivy (Rhus toxi-
<odendron) is subject to annual recurrence without
fresh exposure, or whether the returns of this
troublesome affection in susceptible persons, are
laot entirely due to a fresh reception of the pdison-
ous influence. We cannot here attempt to answer
the question definitely ; but from our own oppor-
tunities of observation we are not induced to ac-
Cept as final the conclusions to which some prac-
titioners have arrived, that the eruption does recur
without exposure. But we are sensible of the diffi-
Culty of determining this.

It is well known that the susceptibility of per-
sons to the poisonous influence of this plant is
extremely variable, and that whilst certain persons
May go into the midst of the growing ivy with im-
Punity, others are so susceptible that they suffer
Merely by approaching the plant. It is conjectured
that the poisonous influence is an emanation,
Most probably of an acid nature. Being volatile,
it may be widely diffused, and like malaria or the
Cause of hay asthma, may act under favorable cir-
Cunstances, as of aerial currents and susceptibility
ini the recipient, at a considerable distance from
its source. Now it is well known that no protec-
tion is conferred by a prior attack ; and hence it
rnight reasonably happen that a person having
Suffered from ivy poison one season would also
Suffer the next by reason of susceptibility, even
though scrtpulous precautions should be taken to
avoid direct exposure. In such a case the diffused
j Manation might be sufficient as an exciting cause
to account for the recurring attack.

It is to be noted, that the so-called recurring
Cases always take place during the summer season
elld at the period of the plants poisonous activity,
but never in the winter. This lends support to
the supposition of the exciting cause being diffused
n the atmosphere.

From a case which came under notice the pre-
eit year, it would appear that this diffused in-

QUence has a decided activity at a distance say of
thirty feet. A lady of known susceptibility caught
en eruption merely by journeying a few miles
between two towns, and without ever having got
OUt of her carriage, which kept the middle of the

highway. The nearest distance of possible expo-
sure would be that of the plants growing in the
wayside fence-bottom where they were afterwards
discovered.

What seems to be established is this, that the
so-called recurring attacks are decidedly modified
from those which depend upon full and direct ex-
posure. The eruption is more papular and less
erysipelatous in appearance. It does not spread
so much as in acute cases, and the swelling of the
subcutaneous. tissue is wanting or only compara-
tively slight. Apparently the modified attack is
much milder; but as it gives rise to much burning
itching and torment, and being very rebellious to
treatment, is apt to run on in a chronic course,
patients will declare that they would rather under
go an actite attack and be done with it, than suffer
from the chronic form.

The recurrent or modified eruption requires an
essentially different line of treatment from that
adopted in acute cases. Alkaline lotions, as of
bicarbonate of soda, which are so successful in the
acute form, do not avail in the chronic eruption.
Saline purgatives, which are very useful in the
erysipelatous variety, have little or no effect in the
papular. The black wash. which has been success-
fully employed in acute cases, cannot be depended
on to cure the chronic eruption. The agent which
we have found most effective is tincture of iodine
employed as a paint. These local applications
frequently repeated, at length subdue the oft-recur-
ring exacerbations of burning and itching, and the
eruption gradually disappears. The cure by local
means is assisted by the exhibition of nerve tonics,
as quinine and iron, whenever the employment of
these remedies appears to be suggested by the
state of the system.

SYSTEMS OF MEDICINE.

For the perfection of medicine as a rational
science, two things are requisite, first, a thorough
comprehension of the pathology and symptoms of
disease, and, secondly, a correct knowledge of the
therapeutic action of medicine. Upon such know-
ledge as that indicated can only be based a tho-
roughly scientific system of medicine.

Various systems have arisen from time to time
in the world's history, each apostle of a new doc-
trine imagining that all wisdom centred in himself.
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and- all ignorance belonged to the representatives
of the regular profession; that in fact, he had
received a new revelation (a la Joseph Smith, of
Mormon notoriety,) or had discovered the golden
secret or philosopher's cue to the true medicatrix
natur. And so, from Thompsonianism to Hahne-
mannism, and from hydropathy to Swedish move-
ment and lift cures, we have had everything that
the imagination of man could devise since the days
of Pythagoras, in the shape of cure-alls.

Every medicine is supposed to be possessed of
certain inherent and destructive dynamical effects,
which it exerts either in health or disease, and
which is termed its physiological action. Medi-
cines, however, are possessed of what is termed a
secondary or therapeutic action, more variable and
uncertain than the primary, but growing out of it,
-in fact, being the physiological action influenced
or modified by the disease or other co-existing con-
ditions, and which leads directly to the alleviation
or cure of the disease. The principal actions of

i medicine may be stated to be the antipathic, or
action induced diametrically opposite to the dis-
eased action; the al/opathic, or other action induced,
by which the diseased action is subverted ; the
specftc, by which certain remedies induce an action
directly curative of certain specific poisons ; and a
fourth, or /omoopathic, which is an entirely inde-
pendent system of medicine.

The last mentioned method of cure was pro-
pounded by a German physician, Hahnemann,
about 70 years ago, who taught, in substance, that
the cure of a disease is effected by the administra-
tion of infinitesimil doses of such medicines as, if
given to a healthy subject in large quantity, would
induce symptoms similar to the disease. The
doctrine of homœopathy is enunciated in the Latin
aphorism, similia simi/ibus curantur.

The disciples of Hahnemann, however, treat
diseases, the most dissimilar in their nature and
symptoms, by the same remedial agent. Thus, a
Mr. Haycock, in a work entitled " Elements of
Homœopathy," employs arsenic as an appropriate
remedy in forty different diseases, as dissimilar in
their nature and symptoms as can well be imagined,
as, for instance, diabetes, rheumatism and tetanus ;
aconite in thirty-two, beginning with papular erup-
tions, and ending with ophthalmia and catarrhal
affections. Laurie, in his Homœopathic Practice,
prescribes belladonna in 175, and arsenic in 130

affections of very dissimilar pathological nature,
varying from bronchitis to coxalgia, than which
nothing can be more dissimilar. An " accurate
similarity" between the symptoms manifested inl
any case under treatment and the symptoms pro-
duced by the remedy in excessive doses, is regarded
as essential to the success of the homœopathic
treatment (see Hahnemann's Organon, p. 119, 4 th
Am. ed.); and yet a single remedy is recominended
as applicable in the treatment of 175 diseases. No-
where can there be found any similarity betweeO
the effects of arsenic and forty diseases of one
writer, or 130 of another, or between belladonnla
and 175 diseases, unless they exist in the imagina-
tion, or the strained perceptions of the enthusiast

On this theory, strychnia should be the bei1

remedy for tetanus, because it produces tetanic
spasms. Mustard applications to burnt or irritated
surfaces, because it produces irritation; alcohOl
for delirium tremens, because it produces it ; acon-
ite for congestion, because it produces capillal
cong2stion by paralysis of the vaso-motor nerves,
and thus is thought, in large doses, to simulate
inflammation in its action ;-an application, in a
very refined way, of the old theory of curing rabies,
by the person swallowing "a hair of the dog that
bit him."

No known remedy will produce hydrophobia,
pleurisy, measles, small-pox, scarlet fever, asthrna,
influenza, epizootic in horses, or distemper in dogs
yet twenty or thirty remedies are recommended for
each disease This doctrine if true, and rigidlY
adhered to, would stamp most diseases as hoP'
lessly incurable; for in exceptional cases only ca
any similarity between the symptoms prodUred
by large doses of the remedy, and those of the
disease, be traced. The English translation by
Dudgeon, of London, accepted by homœopathi5ts
in England as the standard authority, states, P-
120, "The symptoms of each individual case of
disease must be the sole indication,-the* s ole
guide to direct us in the choice of a curative le
medy."

On this point, a Scotch writer remarks truly, as
follows: "Symptoms are but the visible signs anxd
results of derangement and disease ; whilst thCr
removal, which is all that is aimed at in homoePa
thic treatment, does not always ensure the rernOyd
of the conditions on which they depend." Instances
of this are seen in rheumatism, pleurisy, enteriti!s
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Specific diseases, as syphilis, etc., which remain
Unchecked after the symptoms have been relieved.
Instead of vainly attempting the removal of symp-

toms, it were therefore more rational at once to
remove (as is aimed at by allopathists or members
of what we call the regular or rational school of
Medicine) the abnormal or morbid condition, which
is the source of the evil,-causa sublata tol/itur

çOectus. Besides, the same diseases often, under
Varying circumstances and modifying influences,
Present very dissimilar symptoms, and would con-
Sequently, if treated strictly homœeopathically, re-
quire very varying and often dissimilar treatment,
While dissimilar diseases may manifest like symp-
toms. Hence, it can only be logically deduced
that no curative system, directing its efforts merely
against the symptoms of disease irrespective of
Pathological conditions, can ever rest upon a safe or
scientific basis, and its value has never satisfactorily
been proven, and never can be so.

From the attention, however, that homœopathists
Pay to hygienic laws, diet and regimen, much good
Must result; and herein is their tower of strength.
In this the allopathic physician should learn a pro-
fitable lesson, for, although taught from the most
ancient times, yet it has not been insisted on as it
should have been by our own profession, and as it
raust be by all scientific and sucèssful practitioners.
The practice of the homoopaths has demonstrated
With great clearness, the value of' proper hygienic
treatment and the observance of correct sanitary
laws, while it is a complete vindication of the late
Sir Benjamin Brodie's views concerning the great
Power of the vis medicatrix natutr, and shows
more forcibly the inestimable value of diet and
regimen as auxiliaries in the treatment of disease.
la thus referring to this subject, we have done so
fron the great frequency with which practitioners
are beset with the arguments and assertions of
%mateur and bastard homœopaths, who are the con-
Yenient instruments in the hands of those whose
Imterest it is to propagate the views .enunciated,
the strongest argument they are able to adduce
being that "homœopathic medicines are so plea-
lant to take." But so is sugar, and so are many
'Other substances, to prescribe which in an alarming
Or serious case of illness, would be looked upon as
"othing short of attempted homicide.

BRITISH MEDICAL ASsoCIATION.-The next an-
atal meeting of this Association will be held at
Sheffield, commencing August i.

INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CONGRESS.-The In-
ternational Medical Congress will be formally
opened in Philadelphia, at noon on Monday the
fourth of September. The sessions will be held in
the University of Pennsylvania, Locust and Thirty-
fourth streets. The General meetings will be held
daily, from 10 to i o'clock.-The Sections will,
meet at 2 o'clock. Luncheon will be served daily
in the University building from I to 2 o'clock.
The public dinner of the congress will be given on.
Thursday evening, September 7th, ut 7 p.m. The
registration book will be open daily from 9 to 1o

a.m. Credentials must in every case be presented.
The Secretaries of State and Territorial Medical,
Societies are requested to forward without delay to
the Chairman of the Committee on Credentials, I.
MINIs HAYS, M.D., 1607 Locust St., Philadelphia,
lists of their duly accredited delegates to.the Con-
gress. Delegate's and visitors intending to attend
the Congress are earnestly requested individually
to notify immediately the same Committee. Gentle-
men intending ta make communications upon scienti6c
subjects, or ta participate in any of the debates, are r-
quested ta notify the Commission before the ffteenth
of August.

TROPICAL WEATHER IN ONTARI.-During the
month of July in the present year, Ontario has
been treated to a more than usual elevation of
temperature. The weather has been almost tropi-
cal in its intensity. For days together the ther-
mometer ranged in the nineties, standing often at
96° in the shade in the middle of the day, and
falling only a few degrees in the evening. The
frequent showers saturated the air with moisture,
and there was also a tropical humidity as well as
fervor, which stimulated vegetation to an extraor-
dinary degrýe, Further to the South, as in the
latitudes of New York and Philadelphia, the heat
has been still more intense and oppressive. Medi-
cally considered, the results of such hot weather
have been an increased fatality. A vast number
of sun-strokes occurred in New York; but in
Ontario insolation rarely occurs. Spasmodic
cholera, hepatic congestions, and a plentiful crop
of cases of urticaria seem to have been caused by
the great heat.

The Union Medical Association of North Wel-
lington has elected Dr. Yeomans president, and
Gibson secretary.
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CANADIAN MEDICAL AssocIATION.-A meeting

of the profession of Toronto was held on the 24th
ult., to complete arrangements for the reception
and accommodation of the members and delegates
of the Association who may attend the meeting in
Toronto on the 2nd of August. Dr. Hodder was
appointed chairman, and explained the object of
the meeting. It was found that the trip to Niagara
which had been proposed could not be carried out,
as no boat could be found suitable for that date.
The chairman said that if it were resolved to have
a trip to Lake Couchiching, arrangements of a most
satisfactory character could be made with the
Northern Railway to provide the excursion party
with special cars , and dinner at the hotel there at
two o'clock. It was then moved by Dr. Geikie,
and secor.ded by Dr. Agnew, " That an excursion
to Couchiching be tendered to members and dele-
gates to the Canadian Medical Association at the
next annual meeting by the profession in Toronto."
Carried unanimously. After some further conver-
sation with regard to the raising of the necessary
funds, and as to parties to whom letters of invita-
tion should to be sent, the meeting adjourned.

MEDICAL MUTUAL BENEFIT ASSOCIATION.-The
annual general meeting of the Canadian Medical
Mutual Benefit Association, was held at Toronto
on the 6th of July last, and the following were
elected office-bearers for the coming year: Presi-
dent, Dr. Hodder; ist Vice-President, Dr. Canniff;
2nd Vice-President, Dr. J. H. Richardson ; Sec.-
Treasurer, Dr. Bridgman. Directors: Drs. Win-
stanly, Agnew, Pyne, De La Hooke, Rosebrugh,
and Oldright, of Toronto ; Dr. Jukes, St. Cathar-
ines ; Dr. Lander, London; Dr. Henderson, Ot-
tawa. ,

PERSONAL.-A banquet was given Dr. Bull, of
Weston, who leaves for a European tour, by the
people of Weston, on the 3rd ult. About one
hundred gentlemen sat down to the spread provided,
Mr. W. Tyrrell, Reeve of York County, occupying
the chair, and Mr. J. Duncan, the vice-chair.
After the usual loyal and patriotic toasts, the
health of Dr. Bull was proposed by the Chairman,
who testified to the happy days spent in Weston
and the warm friands he had there. The toast of
" The Learned Professions " was responded to by
Dr. Aiken, Dr. Savage, and Mr. Tizard.

RETURNED HoME.-Dr. S. C. Corbett, of Port
Hope, who went to Europe a short time ago for
the benefit of his health, has returned home en-
tirely recovered. During his absence he has also
been posting himself up in his profession by visit-
ing the hospitals in London, Birmingham, Paris,
&c., and by a three months' practice in Nice.

APPOINTMENT.-J. F. Halsted, Esq., M.D., of
Luther, Associate Coroner for the County of
Wellington.

?0,0t0 and 'eamphlts.

MICRO-PHOTOGRAPHS IN HISTOLOGY, Normal and
Pathological. By Carl Seiler, M.D., in conjunc-
tion with J. Gibbons Hunt, M.D., and Joseph
G. Richardson, M.D. Philadelphia J. H.
Coates & Co.
Two numbers of this serial have been received.

Each contains four micro-photographs, with their
accompanying descriptive texts. Two of them are
physiological and two pathological ; they are well
executed, and the work bears evidence of great
labour, but we fear it will prove a failure both
scientifically and financially. It is impossible tO
teach microscopy in any other way than by the
actual use of the microscope. The fine points Of
a preparation can not be clearly brought out by
photography. We wish the authors the success
they deserve, but we fear the work will not be
appreciated.

A REPORT ON DERMATOLOGY, by Lunsford P. Yan-
dell, Jr., M.D., Louisville.

On Tuesday,
bride's father,
Sinclair, M.D.,
daughter of W.

July iith, at the residence of the
by the Rev. J. McAlpines John
St. Marys, to Elizabeth, eldest

Dale, Esq., Blanshard.

At Dunham, Que., on the 28th of May, John
Erskine, M.D., of Phthisis.

At Osnabruck, on the 13th ult., Dr. John Archi-
bald, in the 84th year of his age.

At Newcastle, on the 28th June, David Gal-
braith, F.R.C.S., Edinburgh ; aged 67 years.

At Montreal, on the 5th of June, D-. George
Grenier, editor of L'Union Medicale du Canada, Of
Phthisis.
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6000 patients yearly. In addition, the Faculty, being strongly represented on the Staffs of ail the larger Hospitals and Dispensaries of NewYork, give daily Systematic clinical lectnres in One or more of these institutions as a regular feature of the College Curriculum. The great
clinical resources of Bellevue, Charity and Roosevelt Hospitals, the Demiet Dispensary, the New York Eye and Ear Infirmary and the Manhat-
tan Eye and Ear Hospital, are thus made of avail for the instruction of the Student. Attendance at Clinics is optional and without extra
charge. III. RECITATIONS upon the topics of the regular lectures are held daily throughout both Sessions by a Corps of Examiner'
Attendance optfonal. Fdes: Winter Session $&0 Spring Session, $30. Colgiate Year, $60. IV. PERSONAL STRUCU MN
Practical Anatomy is taught in the dissecting-room from October to May, and every Student is expected to dissect Fee $10. good for a
Collegiate Year. Practical Chemistry is taught in the Laboratory In the Spring. Fe $15. Cas of Obstetriçs are furnished te advanced
Students without charge. Personal instruction in Operative Surgery Minor Surgery. Physical Diagnosis, Ophthalm01>«,

0to1 , and Laryng0sc0PY is also given by Instructors, eminent in tiese several departments, for very moderate fees. Attendance

p EXPENSE..
The neceseary collegiate expenses are the yearly matriculation fee ($5., good fora Collegiate Year and the fees fer the diadactic leetures

of the Winter Session ($20 for the Course on each branch, or $140. for the entire curriculum). In lition, a Graduating Foo of $30.
charged. The gradating course requires three years study, and attendance upon two courses of lectures, on each of the seven branches of the
Winter Curriculum. Lecture fees are remmitted graduates of the College, te graduates of other Colleges of three years standing to Thheologi-
cal Students, and te Students who have already attended te full courses of lectu.es, the latter of which, at least, has been ati ths Collee.r
matjiculants, who have attended two full courses elsewhere, a full course ticket is granted for $70, Ail tees are payable in advance.
*an be had for from $6. te $9. a week, and the Clerk of the College will aid students in obtaining the same. OARD

Fer further information, and for the Annual Catalogue and Announcement, address,
JIYVWABDl CUBTIS, M.fl.,

Scretary of the Faculte,COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS,CoRNra 25D STREM & FouRlx AVUUM, NaV Yoaaî
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL

CITY OF NEW YORK.

SESSIONS OF 1S70-77.

T HE COLLEGIATE YEAR in this Institution embraces a, Preliminary Autumnal Term, the Regular Winter Session,
and a Summer Session.

THE PRELIMINARY AUTUMNAL TERM for 1876-77 will commence on Wednesday, September 13, 1876,
and continue until the opening of the Regular Session. During this term, instruction, consisting of didactic lectures on
special subjects, and daily clinical lectures, will be given, as heretofore, by the entire Faculty. Students designing to
attend the Regular Session are strongly recommended to attend the Preliminary Term, but attendance during the latter
is not required. During the Preliminary Term, clinical and didactic lectures will be given in precisely the same number and
order as in the Regular Session.

THE REGULAR SESSION will commence on Wednesday, September 27, 1876, and end about the ist of March,
1877.

ISAAC E. TAYLOR, M.D., Emeritus Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children, aid President of the College.
JAMES R. WOOD, M.D., LL.D., Emeritus Prof. of Surgery.
FORDYCE BARKER, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Midwifery and Diseases of Women.

AUSTIN FLINT, M.D., Prof. of the Principles and Practice of Medicine, and Clinical Medicine.
W. H. VAN BUREN, M.D., Prof. of Principles and Practice of Surgery with Diseses of the Genito-Urinary System and Clinical Surgery.
LEWIS A. SAYRE, M.D., Prof. of Orthopedic Surgery, Fractures and Dislocations, and Clinical Surgery.
ALEXANDER B. MOTT, M.D., Prof. of Clinical and Operative Surgery.
WILLIAM T. LUSK, M.D., Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children, and Clinical Midwifery.
EDMUND R. PEASLEE, ,M.D., LL.D., Prof. of Gynocology.
WILLIAM M. POLK, M.D., Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therapeutcs, and Clinical Medicine.
AUSTIN FLINT, Ja., M.D., Prof. of Physiology and Physiological Anatomy, and Secretary of the Faculty.
ALPHEUS B. CROSBY, M.D., Prof. of Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy.
R. OGDEN DOREMUS, M.D., LL D., Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology.
EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M. D., Prof. of Pathological Anatomy and Histology, Diseases of the Nervous System and Clinical Medicine

PROFESSORS OF SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS, ETC.
HENRY D. NOYES, M D Professor of Ophthalmoloiry and Otology.
JOHN P. GRAY, M.D., LL.D., Professor of Psychological Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence.
EDWARD L. KEYES M.D., Professor of Dermatology, and Adjunct to the Chair of Principles of Surgery, etc.
EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D., Professor of Practical Anatomy. (Demonstrator of Anatomy.)
LEROY MILTON YALE, M. D., Lecturer Adjunct upon Orthopedic Surgery.
A. A. SMITH, M. D., Lecturer Adjuuct upon Clinical Medicine.

A distinctive feature ofthe method of instruction in this College is the union of clinical and didactic teaching. Ail
the lectures are given within the Hospital grounds. During the Regular Winter Session, in addition to four didactic
lectures on every week-day, except Saturday, two or three hours are daily allotted to clinical instruction.

The Spring Session will consist chiefly of Recitations from Text-books. This term continues from the first o
March to the first of June. During this Session there will be daily recitations in all the Departments, held by a corps o
examiners appointed by the regular Faculty. Regular clinics are also given in the Hospital and College Building.

Fees for the Regular Session.

Fees for Tickets te ail the Lectures during the Preliminary and Regular Term, including Clinical Lectures..$......8140 0
Matriculation Fee .00
Demonstrator's Ticket (including material for dissection) .................................-.---.-... ........... . 10 00
Graduation Fee ............................................................................... 80 00

Fees for the Spring Session.

Matriculation (Ticket good for the following Winter) ................ .... ............................. 50
Recitations, Canies, and Lectures........................................................................... 35 00
Dissecting (Ticket good for the following Winter) .................... ............................... 1000

Stndents who have attended two full Winter courses of lectures may be examined at the end of their second course upon
Materia Medica, Physiology, Anatomy, and Chemistry, and, if successful, they will be e.xamined at the end of their third
ourse upon Practice of Medicine, Surgery, and Obstetrics only.

For the Annual Circular and Catalogue, giving regulations for graduation and other information, address

PROF. AUSTIN FLINT, JR.,
Secretary Bellevue Hospital Medical College.
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PURE COD-LIVER OIL,
Manufactured on the Sea-Shore, by HAZARD & CASWELL, from Fresh and Selected Livers.

The universal demand for Cod-Liver void of color, odor, and flavor-having a
Oil that can be depended upon as strictly . bland, fish-like, and, to most persons, not
pure and scientifically prepared, havinr unpleasant taste. It is so sweet and pure
been long felt by the Medical Profession that it eau be retained by the stomach
we were induced to undertake its manu- when other kinds fail, and patients soon
facture at the Fishing Stations, where the become fond of it.

hebrougt to land every few hours Thé secret of making good Cod-Liver
and the Livers consequently are in great >illies in the proper application of the
perfection. >roper degree of heat; too much or too

This Oil is manufacturedl by us on the iittle will seriously injure the quality.
sea-shore, with the greatest care, fron Great attention to cleanliness is abso-
fresh, healthy Livers, of the Cod onl, lutely necessary to produce sweet Cod-
without the aid of any chemicals, by the - Liver Oil. The rancid Oil found in the
simplest process and lowest temperature market is the make of manufacturers who
by which the Oil can be separated from are careless about these matters.
the cells of the Livers. It is nearly de-

Prof. Parker. of New York, says : "I have tried almost every other manufacturer's Oil, aud give yours the decided preference.
Prof. Hays, State Assayer of Massachusetts, after a full analysis of it, says: "lit is the best for foreign or domestie use."
After years of experimenting. the Medical Profession of Europe and America, who have studied the effects of different Cod-

Liver Oils, have unanimously decided the light straw-colored Cod-Liver 011 to be far superior to any of the brown Oils.

The Three Best Tonics of the Pharmacopœia: IRON-PHOSPHORUS-CALISAYA.
CASWELL, HA ZAltD & Co. also call the attention of the Profession to their preparation of the above estimable Tonies,

as combined in their elegant and palatable Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark, a combination of the Pyrophosphate
of Iron and Calisaya never before attained, in which the nauseous inkiness of the Iron and astringency ofthe Calisaya are over-
come, without apy injury to their active tonic principles, and blended into a beautiful Amber-colored Cordial, delicious to the taste
and acceptable to the most delicate tomach. This preparation is made directly from the ROYAL CALISAYA BARK, not
from ITS ALKALOIDS OR TOEIR SALTS-beini unlike other preparations called "I Elixir of Calisaya and Iron," which a;re sim ply an
Blixir of Quinine and Iron. Our Elixir eau be depended upon as being a true Elixir of Calisaya Bark with Iron. Each des-
sert-spoonful contains seven and a half grains Royal Calisaya Bark, and two grains Pyrophosphate of Iron.

Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of <Callsaya Bark with Strychnla.-This preparation contains one grain of Strychnia added
to each pint of our Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark, greatly intensifying its tonic effect.

Ferro-Phosphorated Elxir of Calinaya with Bismnth, containing eight grains Ammonio-Citrate of Bismuth in each
table-spoonful of the Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark.

CASWELL, RAZARD C 0O., CHaiIsTs AND DRuGGIS'r, Ne* York.

T. MORSON & SON,
31, 33 & 124 SOUTHAMPTON ROW, RUSSELL SQUARE, W.O.

WORXS: HORNSEY ROAD, N., & SUMMERFIELD WORKS, HOMERTON E., LONDON,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Pure Chemicals and ail New Medicines.
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S

MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S

PEPSINE
PEPSINE
PEPSINE
PEPSINE
PEPSINE
PEPSINE

SPEC IALTIES.
PREPARATIONS. (The Original English Manufacturers.)
PORCI, Pure.
POWDER, or POUDRE NUTRITIVE.
WINE.
LOZENGES.
GLOBULES.

PANCREATINE POWDER.
PANCREATIC EMULSION.
PANCREATIZED COD LIVER OIL.
SACCHARATED WHEAT PHOSPHATES.
CREOSOTE, from WOOD TAR. (The only English Makers.)
N.B.-Test of Purity-Insoluble in Price's Glycerine.
GELATINE. (The most economical substitute for Isinglass.)
CHLORODYNE.
EFFERVESCING CITRATE OF MAGNESIA.
ARTIFICIAL ESSENCES for Flavoring.
MORPHIA SALTS.
CHLOROFORM, Pure and Meth.
SP. ETHER NIT. P.B.
SP. AMMON. AR. P.B.
GINGERINE and ALOINE.

Sold Wholesale and Retail by all Chemists and Druggists throughout the World.
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Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne
IS THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE.

ADVICE TO INVALIDS.
If you wish to obtain quiet refreshing sleep, free from headache, relief from pain and anguish

to calm and assuage the weary achings of protracted disease, invigorate the nervous media, and
regulate the circulating systems of the body, you will provide yourself with a supply of that
marvellous remedy discovered by Da. J. CoLLIs BROWNE (late Medical Staff), to which he gave
the name of 3

CHLORODYNE,
and which is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedy ever
discovered.

CH9LORODYNE is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedy
ever discovered.

CHLORODYNE is the best renedy for Coughs, Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma.
CHLORODYNE effectually checks and arrests those too often fatal diseases-Diphtheria, Fever,

Croup, Ague.
UHLORODYNE acts liko a charm in Diarrhea, and is the only specifie in Cholera and Dysentery.
CHLORODYNE effectually cuts short all attacks of Epilepsy, Hysteria, Palpitation, and Spasms.
CHLORODYNE is the only palliative in .Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout, Cancer, Toothache,

Meningitis, &c.
Extract from Indian Economist.

" We direct the attention of medical men to a fact observed some years since by ourselves, and corroborated by our
subsequent experience, that Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is in many cases of Low Fever immensely superior to
Quinine in curative power. We cannot persuade ourselves that the true value of Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is yet
properly appraised in India. . . . It may be given with absolute safety even to a child three days old. Were medical
men but to make a fair and exhaustive trial of it we are persuaded that it would work a revolution in. the treatment of two
thirda of the diseases to which children are subject. Its curative power is simply amazing."

" Earl Russell communicated to the College of Physicians that he had received a despatch from Her Majesty's Cousu
at Manilla, to the effect that Cholera had been raging fearfully, and that the ONLY remedy of any service was CHLORO-
DYNE."-See Lancet, Dec. 1, 1864.

Froni W. VEsALIUS PETTIGREW, M.D., Hon.' F.R.C.S., England.
Formerly Lecturer of Anatomy and Physiology at St. George's School of Medicine.

"I have no hesitation in stating, after a fair trial of Chlorodyne, that I have never met with any medicine so eafica-
clous as an Anti-Spasmodio and Sedative. I have tried it in Consumption, Aathma, Diarrhea, and other diseases, and am
most perfectly satisfied with the results."

From Dr. THomAs SANDIFORD, Passage West, Cork.
"I will thank you to send me a further supply of Chlorodyne. It was the most efficacious remedy I ever used, afford-

ing relief in violent attacks of Spasma within a minute after being taken. One patient in particular, who has suffered for
years with periodical attacks of Spasms of a most painful nature, and unable to ob ain relief from other remedies, such as
,pium, &c., finds nothing so prompt and efficacious as Chlorodyne.''

From Dr. B. J. BOULTON & Co., Horneastie.
"We have made pretty extensive use of Chlorodyne in our practice lately, and look upon it as an excellent direct

Sedative and Anti-Spasmodio. It seems to allay pain and irritation in whatever organ, and from whatever ouse. It
induces a feeling of comfort and quietude not obtainable by any other remedy, and seems to possess this great advantage
over aIl other sedatives, that it leaves no unpleasant after effecta."

From J. C. BAKER, Esq., M.D., Bideford.
" It is without doubt, the most valuable and certain Anodyne we have."

CAUTION.-BEWARE OF PIRACY AND IMITATIONS.
CÂtmoN.-The extraordinary medical reporta on the e fficacy of Chlorodyne render it of vital importanee that the

public should obtain the genuine, which bears the words " Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne."
Vice-Chaneellor Woon stated that Dr. J. COLLis BaowNE was undoubtedly the Inventor of CHLORODYNE : that the a

whole story of the Defepdant, FaEMAN, was deliberately untrue.
Lord Chancellor Selborne and Lord Justice James stated that the defendant had made a deliberate miarepresentatioa

of the decision of Vice-Chancellor Wood.
Chemista throughout the lan: confirm this decision that Dr. J. C. BROWNE was the Inventor of CHLORODYNE.
Sold in Bottles at 1 1id., 2s 9d., 4s 6d., each. None genuine without the words "Dr. J.

COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE " on the Government Stamp. Overwhelming Medical
Testimony accompanies each boule.
SOLE MANUFACTuRER-J T. DAVENPORT, 33 GREAT RussELL STREET, BLOomaBURY, LONDON'
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PUT UP IN 1 lb., 5 lb., and 10 lb., CANS.
eatsvellen

Go
(PETROIO VIRTUS VALTIDISSIMA.)

" The most elficcious v rtuefrom Petroleum."
The Emollient and healituj principlefrom Petroleum, highly purtfied and concentrated, without the use of chemicals. It has an

absolute non-affinity for oxygen or imatore; a perfe-t blan 1. soothing, oie tino'îs siibstance, applic Lble to the mogt sensitive con-

dition, even to trie ey, witnout the slightest irrit .tion, and yet so hoino:teneous and dense as to exclude atmospheric action and other
maline infiiuence. iT- [S A PERIFEC P APPL[CA t'[0i

WHEN UsED AS A SURGICAL DREssîNo, and the bandazes ndhere to the woind, the subseqent applications may be made upon the
exterior of the last fold, which it will penetrate a.t on-e, tiusîi avoiding the I mzer of re openingr tho wound.

FOR BURNS AND SCALDS it is INVALUABLI. It allayi the acute inlim'nwtion almost inrnediately, and thoroughly protects the
Injured parts from the action of the atmosphere. If used pronptly and ALONE, the wound beals rapidly. even in severe cases,
without any sloughing, and usually without leaving any scars For cuts, lLceratel surfaces, ail kinds of Inyiataanation, poisoning,
and SKIN DISEASES GENERALLY. For Piles and diseases of the rectum, uterui and urethra, by injection. Hundreds of uses
for it are suggested to the physician who knows its positive virtue. It is incapable of decomposition. fee mentation, or becoming
rancid on any sore, in any clinate or temperature.

Cosmoline combines readily with White Wax for ointments, Cerates with Sulphur, Indine, Bromine, etc., with Camphor, Gums,
oins, etc. It does not combine wtht Proof spirits, Annonia or Caustic Alkalies. Coming from> the same primitive source as
Carbolio Acid, it bas a peculiar affinity for that valuable remedy, and forms a superior vehicle for it - on account of its simple and
positive character it is vastlysuperior to Olive Oil, -Lard, etc., as - menstrutim for other e terni applicatioiis. As an emolient it ia
superior to Glycerine, especally the Rose porfumed. Its non-affinity for oxygon or moisture renders it a perfect protection against
rust when applied to surgical instruments.

Prepared expresfly for Medical Purposes by

f>. D e . E a T rU r r' E" 25 oth t.,
fb be had from all Retail Drwgilsts Samples and Circular. urise 215 South Front Street Philadelphia. Pa.

Elixir Ferri et Calcis Phosphatis Co.
LACTO-PHOSPHJ ATES.

FORMULA OF.DR. DUSART, OF PARIS.

Compound Elixir of Phosphates and Calisaya,
A Chemical Food and Nutritive Tonie.

THIS elegant preparation combines with a sound Sherry
Wine and Aromatics. in the form of an agreeable cor-

dial, 2 gr#. Lacto-Phosphate of Lime 1 gr. Lacto-Phosphate
ef Iron, 1 gr. of Alkaloida of Calisaya Bark, Quinine, Quini-
dine, Chinchonine, and fifteen drops offree Phosphoric Acid to
each half ounce.

In cases convalescing from adynamic fevers, in ail condi-
tions of depraved nutrition from indigestion and mal-assimi-
lation of food, in nervous prostration from mental and physical
exertion, dissipation or bad habits, in chlorotie or anoemic
women, and in the strumous diathesis in adults and children,
-it is a combination of great reliability and efficacy, and it
may be taken for a protracted period without becoming
repugnant to the patient.

When Strychnine is indicated the officinal solution of the
Pharmacopoia may be added, each fluid drachm making the
*4th of a grain to a balf fiuid ounce of the Elixir,-a valuable
*ombination in dyspepsia with constipation and beadaches.
This compound is propared with great care, and will be main-
tained of standard purity and strength. Prepared by-

T. B. WHEELER, MONTREAL, D. C.
2OLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

HORATIO G. KERN,
MANUF ACTUREE OF

SURGICAL AND DENTAL
INSTRUMENTS, &c.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

'HE subscriber would again remind the Medical and
- Dental Profession that be still continues to manufac-

ture his celebrated Instruments, in all the various branches
Assiduous attention to the details of the business, which

an experience of thirty-five years bas afforded, has enabled
him to make many improvements in his

Unrivalled Extracting Forceps,
Both as regards their quality and adaptation to the purposet
for which they are intended, a desideratum which wili be
appreciated by all wishing to purchase Instruments, that
are reliable and of long and well establisbed reputation.

ASPIRATORS.
(A new Instrument.)

Aspirator, No. 1, Six Tubulated Needles, assorted......$25.00
Aspirator, No. 2, " " " i ...... 18.00
Aspirator, No. 3, " " " e ...... 12.00

All the Latest Improvements and Novelties.

All orders entrusted to his care will be promptly attended
to.

ß?0" Catalogues furnished on application.
HORATIO G. KERN,

Oct., 1873. No. 21 North Sixth St., Philadelphia.

ilE
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Electrical Instruments for Medical Use.

We respectfully refer to the following Eminent Physicians:

BOSTON.
Prof. Francis Minot. M.D.
H. H. A. Beach. M.D.

CHICAGO.
Prof. N. S. Divis, M.D.
Prof. James S. Jewell, M.D.

DETROIT.
Prof. Theo. A. McGraw, M.D.
Prof. James F. Noyes, M.D.
Prof. Albert B. Lyons, M.D.
Prof. Leartus Connor, M.D.

ST. LOUIS.
Prof. J. K. Bauday, M.D.
Prof. Jas. B. Johnson, M.D.

NEW YORK CITY.
Prof. W. A. Hammond, M.D.
Prof. Lewis A. Sayre,, M.D.
Poof. James R. Wood M.D.

PHIL &DELPHIA.
Prof. Robert E. Rogers, M.D.
Prof. B. Howard Rand, M.D.

CANADA.
Dr. Theo. Mack, M.D., St. Ca-

tharines.
Dr. Fife Fowler, M.D., Kingst'a
Dr. John R. Dickson, M.D.,

Kingston.
Dr. B. H. Lemon, M.D., Tho-

rold.
Drs. Orton & Alexander, M.D.,

Fergus.
Dr. A. Wolverton, M.D., Ham-

ilton.
Dr. J. Fulton, M.D., Toronto.

Galvano-Faradic Manufacturing Company,
167 EAST 34th STREET, NEW YORK.

FOR SALE BY LYMAN BROS., TORONTO. Send for Catalogue, with a concise and practical Guide for their use.

F. G. O T TO & S O N S,
(Successors to OTTO & REYNDERS.)

MANUFACTURERS & IMPORTERS OF

Surgical Instruments and Orthodical Appliances.
.Fig.12.

SB .G.orr0-SONS.

THE RESERVOIR THIERMIOMIETER.-The advantages this Thermometer possesses over ail others,
consist in the Reservoir B, in which the registering part of the mercury is collected, forming a body of oblong shape.
The surface of this body being large in comparison to the contracted bore, makes it impossible to unite the register with
the mercury in the bulb A.

These Thermometers are well seasoned before graduating, and, consequently, are as correct as they can be made.

Four inch in flfths,
" " " fourths,

Five " " flfths,
" " " fourths,

F. G. Otto & Son's' Patent Truss Pad.

4.25
4.00
4.75
4.50

In lard Rubber or Boxwood Case, and will be forwarded on receipt of price.

F. G. OTTO & SONS' PATENT TRUSS
Has been described in several medical journals, and has since proved to be by

far the best of any yet put before the profession.

SKELETONS, ANATOMICAL PREPARATIONS, &c.

64 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK.

SEND FOR PRICE LITS.

1

.

$

.
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UNIVERSITY OF TRINITY COLLEGE.
(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER.)

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.-WINTER SESSION 1876-'77.

EFACULLY:
E. M. HODDER, M.D. F.R.C.S., Eng.; F.O.S., Lond.; Dean of the Faculty, and Consulting Surgeon Toronto

General Hospital and the Burnside Lying-in-Hospital.-159 Queen-st. West.
Prof. of Oostetrics, and Diseases of Wonwsî and Children.

NORMAN BETHUNE, B.A., M.D., Edin.; M.R.C.S., Eng.; J. E. KENNEDY, A.B., M.D; F.O.S. Lond. 68 John-et.
F.R.C.S., Edin. ; F.O.S., Lond. ; Physician to To- Prof. of Materia Medica and Therapeu tics.
ronto General Hospital, and Burnside Lying-in-Hospital. J. ALGERNON TEMPLE, M.D.; M.R.C.S. Eng.; F.O.B.,
198 Sirncoe-st. Lond.; Physician to Toronto General Hospital, and

Prof. of Surgery and Clinical Surgery. Attending Physician Burnside Lying-in-Hospital.-
206 Simcoe-st.

WALTER B. GEIKIE, M.D., FR.SEdin.;L.CP,
Lond.; F.O.S., Lond. ; Physician Toronto Gen. Hos-
pital.-3 Fleming's Terrace, Elm-et.

Prof. of Principles and Practice of Medicine.

J. FULTON, M.D.; M.R.C.S., Eng.; L.R.C.P., Lond.-
303 Chureh-st. Physician to the Toronto General Hospl-
tal, Hospital for Incurables, and Hospital for Sick Chil-
dren.

Professor of Physiology and Sanitary Science.

W. COVERNTON, M.D. ; M.R.C.S., Eng.
Prof. of Pathology'and Medical Diagnosis.

Prof. of Medical Jurimprudence and Toxicology, afd Assist-
ant Lecturer on Obstetrics, &o.

W. H. ELLIS, M.A., M.B.; L.R.C.P., Lond. Instructor
in Chemistry, College of Technology.

Prof. of Chemistry-General and Practical.

H. ROBERTSON, M.B. ; M.R.C.S., Eng.-24 Shuter-st.
Prof. of Anatomy-Descriptive and Surgical.

J. FRASER, M.D. ; L.R.C.S.. Ediú.; L.R.C.P., Lond.
Demonstrator of Anatomy.

A. J. JOHNSTON, M.D. ; M.R.C.S. Eng., F.R.M.S., Lond.,

JAMES BOVELL, M.D., L.R.C.P., Lnnd. ; Consulting Pathologist to the Toronto General Hospital.

Physician to the Toronto General Hospital, and the Burn- Microscopy.
aide Lying-in-Hospital.-ill8 St. Patrick et. THOMAS KIRKLAND, M.A., Lecturer on Chemistry

Prof. of General Pathology. Botany, &o., Normal School.

The Session will commence on MONDAY, the 2nd or October, 1876, and continue for Six Months. The Lectures
will be delivered in the new College building, close to the Toronto General Hospital. Full information respecting
Lectures, Fees, Gold and Silver Medals, Soholarships, Certificates of Honor, Graduation, &c., will be given in the
annual announcement.

E. M. HODDER, Dean. W. B. GEIKIE, Secretary.

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN.

Department of Medicine and Surgery.

The 27th annual course of lectures will commence on Oct.
2, 1876.

Course separate but equal for women.
Matriculation Fee-Residents of Michigan, $io; non-

residents, $25.
Annual Dues-Residents of Michigan, $15; non-residents,

$20.

Graduation Fee-For all alike, $5.
Send for Circular and Catalogue.
A. B. PALMER, M.D., DEAN, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Toronto Eye and Ear Infirmary.
This Charitable Institution is removed from Ade-

laide-st. to 153 Church-st., opposite the Motropolitan
Methodist church. It is open to the poor of the
Province, on the presentation of satisfactory evidence
of poverty, and on the payment of $3 a week for
board.
Surgeons.-Drs. Rosebrugh, Reeve and Coleman.

A. T. McCord, Esq., President.

ROYAL COLLEGE

HYSictaNs AND SURCEONs,
IN AFFILIATION WITH

Queen's University, Kingston.

J. R. DICKSON, M.D., M.R.C.P. Lond.; M.R.C.S. Eng.; F.R.C.8
Edin. ; President and Prof. of Clinical Surgery.

FIFE FOWLER, D.D., L.R.C.S. Edin. Registrar and Prof. of Materia
Medica.

HORATIO YATES, M. D. Principles and Practice of Medicine, and
Clinical Medicine.

MICHAEL LAVELL, M.D. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women aid
Children.

MICHAEL SULLIVAN, M.D. Surgery and Surgical Anatomy

N. F. DUPUIS, M.A., Botany.*
THOMAS R. DUPUIS, M.D. Descriptive and Regional Anatomy.

JAMES NEISH, M.D. Medical Jurisprudence.
NATHAN F. DUPUIS, M.A. Chemistry and Practical Chemistry.

ALFRED S. OLIVER, M.D. Institutes of Medicine and Sanitary
Science

KENNETH N. FENWICK, M.A., M.D. M.R.C.S. England. Practical
Anatomy.

The next winter Session begins on the 1st Wednesday of October,
1876. Students attending this College may obtain either the degree of
M. D., or the Licence of the College. Certificates of attendance are
recognized by the London and Edinburgh Collegs The College
building, which is being newly fitted up, is commodious and conven-
ient. Unequalled facilities are presented for the study of Practical
Anatomy, and great advantages are afforded for Clinical instruction at
the General Hospital, and Hotel Dieu. Further information can be
had on application to the Registrar.

FIFE FOWLER, M.D., L.R.C.S. Min.

* Students a‡tending the Botanical class can also without additiona
fee attend Lectures on Zoology.
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University of the City of New York.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.

410 East Twenty-sixth St., opposite Bellevue Hospital, New York City.

THI]RTY--SIXTH SESSIOIST, 1876-77.

FACULTY OF MEDICINE.
REV. HOWABD CROSBY, D.D., LL.D.,

Chancellor of the University.
MARTIN PAINE, M.D., LL.D.,

Emeritus Prof. of Materia Medica and Therapeutics.
ALFRED C. POST, M.D., LL.D.,

Emeritus Prof. of Clinical Surgery ; President of the Faculty.
CHARLES A. BUDD, M.D.,

Emeritus Prof. of Obstetrics, Diseases of Woman & Children.
JOHN C. DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.,

Prof. of Chemistry.
ALFRED L. LOOMIS, M.D.,

Prof. of Pathology and Practice of Medicine.

WILLIAM DARLING, A.M., M.D., F.R.C.S.,
Prof. of Anatomy.

WILLIAM H. THOMSOM, M.D.,
Prof. of Materia Medica and Therapeutics.

J. W. S. ARNOLD, M.D.,
Prof. of Physiology.

JOHN T. DARBY, M.D.,
Prof. of Surgery.

CHARLES INSLEE PARDEE, M.D.,
Prof. of Diseases of the Ear ; Dean of the Faculty.

FANEVIL D. WEISSE, M.D.,
Prof. of Practical & Surgical Anatomy.

R. A. WITTHAUS, JR., M.D.,
Associate Prof. of Chemistry & Physiology.

J. WILLISTON WRIGHT, M.D.,
Lecturer on Obstetrics, Diseases of Women & Children.

JOSEPH W. WINTER, M.D,
Demonstrator tf Anatomy.

POST GRADUATE FACULTY.
D. B. ST. JOHN ROOSA, M.D.,
Prof. of Opholmology and Otology.

WM. A. HAMMOND, M.D.,
Prof. of Diseases of the Mind and Nervous System.

STEPHEN SMITH, M.D.,
Prof. of Orthopedic Surgery and Surgical Jurisprudence.

J. W. S. GOULEY, M.D.,
Prof. of Diseases of the Genito-Urinary System.

MONTROSE A. PALLEN, M.D.,
Prof. of Gynaecology.

HENRY G. PIFFARD, M.D.,
Clinical Professor of Dermatology.

a
THE COLLEGIATE YEAR is divided into two Sessions-a regular Winter Session, and a Spring Session. The latter is auxiliary to the

former, and the design of the Faculty is to furnish instruction to medical students throughout the year. A ttendance on the regular Winter
Session is al that ig demanded of the candidates for graduation. Those whi attend the other session receive a CEaTIFIcATE OF HONOa, as
having pursued voluntarily a fuller course than usual.

TEE SPRING SESSION is principally of a practical and clinical character, and affords particular facilities to students who have
already taken one course in schools where such practical advantages exist to a less extent. The course consiste also partly of lectures and
examinations on the subjects necessary for graduating in medicine, conducted by the Professors of the regular Faculty and their assistants.
These examinations will be addressed to both first and second course students. For the purpose of makng the visits to the wards of the
Hospitals as availlble as possible, the class is divided into sections. One division at a time is instructed in Practice, Diagnosis, Prescription,
and Treatment of *Patients. The course begins early in March, and continues till the middle of May, when the SUMMER COMMENCEMENT
te held. During the Summer the College Clinics are kept open.

THE PRELMINARY WINTER SESSION commences September 13th, 1876, and continues till the opening of the regular session. It
is conducted on the same plan as the Regular Winter Session.

THE REGULAR WINTER SESSION occupies four and a half months-commencing on September 27th, and continuing till themiddle
of February. The system of instruction embraces a thorough Didactic and Clinical Course, the lectures being illustrated by two clinics each
day. One of these daily clinics will be held either in Bellevue or the Charity Hospital. The location of the College building affords the

eatest facilities for Hospital Clinics. It is opposite the gate of Bellevue Hospital, on Twenty-sixth street, and in close proximity to the ferry
Charity Hospital on Blackwell's Island, while the Department of out-door Medical Charity, and the Hospital Post-mortenm Rooms are across

the street. The students of the University Medical College will be furnished with admission tickets to these establishments free of charge.
The Professors of the practical chairs are connected with one or both of these Hospitals. Besides the Hospital clinics, there are elght clinics
each week in the College building.

THE POST GRADUATE COURSE ls to consist of lectures delivered by the Professors of the several departments in the College build-
ng during the regular Winter Session. illustrated by clinices held in Hospitals and at the College. After an attendance of one Session on

these lectures, any candidate who is already a graduate of a recognised Medical College can obtain a Diplonia Certificate countersigned by the
Chancellor of the University and the Dean of the Faculty of the Medical Department, and by four or more Professors of the Post Graduate
Course, to the effect that the candidate has passed an examination by them in their respective branches of special medical instruction. The
fee for the Diploma Certificate is $30. This course will begin September 27th.

The Faculty desires to call attention particularly to the opportunities for dissection. Subjects are abundant, and are furnished free of
eharge, and the Professor of Anatomy spends several hours each day in demonstration in the dissecting-room.

FEES FOR THE WINTER COURSE.
For course of Lectures ................................................................ .................. $140 00
Matriculation............. ........ .. ............................................ 500
Demonstratoer's fet including material for dissection ..... .. ........... .......................... 10 00
G raduation Fee.. ...................................................................................... 30 00

FEES FOR THE SPRING COURSE.
Students who have attended tne M inter Course will be admitted free of charge. Those who have not attended the Winter Course will be

required to pay the Matriculation Fce and $30 ; and, should they decide to become pupils for the winter, the $30 thus paid will be, deducted
from the price of the winter tickets.

For further particulars and circulars, address the Dean.

Prof. CHAS. INSLEE PARDE, M.D.,
University Medical College, 410 East 26th St. New York City

M
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GEORGE TIEIANN & O.,
F. A. STOHLMANN. ESTABLISHED 1826. ED. PFARRE

67 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTER Or

SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
APparatus for Fractures, Dislocations ad Deformities,

Latest Instruments for Local AnSsthesia, and for Applica-

tions to the Larynx, Posterior Nares, Eustachian Tube,

Uterus, Urethra, Bladder, &c., &c. Laryngoscopes,

Ophthalmoscopes, Endoscopes, Hypodermic Sy-

ringes, Fever Thermometers, &c. Surgical

Instruments of all kinds made to order,

and the Latest Improvements and

Novelties promptly supplied.

TWO SILVER MEDALS AWARDED

BY THE

PARIS EXPOSITION OF 1867,
BEING THE ONLY SILVER MEDALS GRANTED TO

Americain hibitors of Surgical Instruments.

Dr. Garratt's Electrie Disk.
for local Weakness and chronic Pains-if worn by
night or day, as a flexible pad, self-applies a constant
fine Electric influence, of great power to cure weak
Nerves, Joints, Muscles or Organs, as weak Lungs,
Throat, Stomach or Back, Sluggish Liver,'Rheumatic
Heart, Asthma, Congestion in Neck, Head Pains,
Weak Kidneys and Pelvic Organs.

Large best Disk, 5 by 8 inches, 24 poles, $2.50. Childrens, 2 by 5, I1.
Simple Disk, 50cts. Greatly improved in durability. Each Disk is
warranted.

Physicians say, " Garratt's Disk is the only thing for this purpose
that ib reliable.

Sold by Druggists and Surgical Instrument Dealers.
Sent by Mail on receipt of Price, by A. C. GARaATT, M. D., (Electri-

clan) 6 Hamilton Place, Boston, Mass.

CUTLIER'S
POCKET INHALER

AND

Carbolate of Iodine Inhalants
A REMEDY for ail NASAL, THROAT and LUNG Dis-

eases, affording relief in some cases in a few minutes.

This instrument is gotten up on an entirely new principle,
and is well adapted to the treatment of all those diseases of
the air passages requiring efficient inhalation. It is endorsed
by many leading practitioners, and commende itself to all
desiring sn apparatus.

Dr. George Hadley, Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy
in tbe University of Buffalo, in a carefully considered report
upon its merits, concludes in these words :

" On the whole, this Inhaler seems to me, to accomplish its
purposes, by novel, yet by the most simple and effectuai
means ; to be philosophical in conception, and well carried
out in the execution.'

Always ready, no danger of breaking or spilling, besides
being as safe and efficient in the hands of the novice as the
adept. Made of Hard Rubber, it may be carried about the
person as handily as a pencil case, and used regardless of
time or place. Patented in the United States, England aud
Canada. Over 50,000 now in use in this country.

Price $2, including Inhalant for two months' use. Neatly

utup and sent by mail free, on receipt of priée. Extra
ottles of Inhalant, 50c. Liberal discount to the trade.

Kept by ail druggists. Send your address and receive our
descriptive circular, post-paid.

W. H. SMITH & CO.,
402 and 406 Michigan St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Samples to Physicians free by mail on receipt of $1.

TO MEDICAL MEN.
OR SALE, a good Practice, comfortable house, stables,

etc., together with a small Drug Store, in a beautifully
situated village within a mile of a line of railway, on very
advantageons terms to a suitable person.

Apply to the Editor of the LANCET.

DR. REEVE
CAN BE CONSULTED IN REGARD TO

DISEASES 0F THE EYE AND EAR,
At the Tecumseh House, London,

On the First Saturday of every month.

Residence and Office, 22 Shuter, St., Toronto.

FIRIT PIEi FOR TIFI UL LIB
SURGICA

AND

.LJ AIPPLIANI*CES.
A PPARATUS of every description ma

joint Disease, Weak Ankles, Club Peet, &c.
r4 -JAMES AUTHORS,

IrIG& 1 16 King Street East, Toronto.

J] . TORONTO, Sept. 17, 1874.

I have much pleasure in being able to testify to the skill, ingenuity, and
excellence of workmanship shown in Mr. Authors' surgical appliances. They will bear comparison with those manufac
tured in any part of the worl(.

JAMES H. RICHARDSON, M.D., University of Toronto, M.R.C.S. England,
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JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE.
PHILADELPIIA.

T HE Fifty-Second Session of the Jefferson Medical College will begin on Monday, 2d October, 1876, and will continue
until Ist of March, I877. PRELIMINARY LECTURES will be held from Monday, 4th September.

PROFESSORS.
JOSEPH PANCOAST, M.D., General, Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy (Emeritus.)
SAMUEL D. GROSS, M.D., LL.D., D.C.L. Oxon., Institutes and Practice of Surgery.
ELLERSLIE WALLACE, M. D., Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children.
B. HOWARD RAND, M.D., Chemistry.
JOHN B. BIDDLE, M. D., Materia Medica and General Therapeutics.
J. AITKEN MEIGS, M.D., Institutes of Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence.
J. M. DACOSTA, M. D., Practice of Medicine.
WILLIAM H. PANCOAST, M.D., General, Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy.

Special courses are also given on the following subjects:

ToxicoLoGY, by Professor RAND.
DISEASES OF THE CRANIAL NERVES, by Professor MEIGs.
DERMATOLOGY and SYPHILITIC DISEASES, by Dr. F F. MAURY, one of the Surgeons to the Philadelphia Hospital.
PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY, by Dr. MORRIS LONGSTRETH, Pathologist to the Pennsylvania Hospital.
OPERATIVE SURGERY, with Operations on the Cadaver, by Dr. JOHN H. BRINTON, one of the Surgeons to the Philadel-

phia Hospital.
OPHTHALMOLOGY and OTOLOGY are treated both clinically and didactically during the entire course, by Dr. WILLIAM

THOMSON, one of the Surgeons to the Wills Ophthalmic Hospital.
LARYNGOSCOPY, with DISEASES OF THE THROAT, by Dr. J. SOLIS-COHEN.
The DEMONSTRATOR of Surgery, Dr. J. EWING MEARs, delivers a distinct course of Demonstrations of Surgery, with

illustrations on the Cadaver, during the entire session.
PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY with Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis, the Examination of Normal and Abnormal Products,

and Manipulation by the Student himself, is taught by the DEMONSTRATOR of Chemistry, Dr. W. H. GREENE.
PR.ACTICAL ANATOMY and MORBID ANATOMY. For the study of Practical Anatomy, a full supply of material is fur-

nishedfree of charge. The Anatomical Rooms are spacious and provided with every convenience, and not only
are subjects for dissection to be had without expense, but there are no incidental or extra charges of any kind.
Demonstrator of Anatomy, T. H. ANDREWS, M.D.

CLINICAL INSTRUCTION is given daily at the College. The SURGICAL CLINIC is held on Wednesdays and Satur-
days, by Professors GROSS, JOSEPH PANCOAST and W. H. PANCOAST. The MEDICAL CLINIC, on Mondays and Thurs-
days, by Professors DACOSTA, BIDDLE and MEIGS. The CLINIC of Diseases of Women and Children, on Tuesdays, by
Professor WALLACE. The CLINIC of Diseases of the Eye and Ear, on Fridays, by Dr. THOMSON. The PENNSYLVANIA
HoSPITAL is near the College, and the corps of lecturers includes Professors DACOSTA and MEIGS. Professor PANCOAST
and Drs. MAURY and BRINTON are connected with the staff of the PHILAIDELPHIA HOSPITAL.

THE NEW HOSPITAL OF THE JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE was begun in November, 1875, and will be completed
by the close of the present summer; and it is confidently anticipated that it will be in full operation early iu the ensuing
session. It is situated in. a spacious lot immediately west of the College, bounded on three sides by streets and a wide
space on the fourth side, and will afford accommodation for at least one hundred beds. It is constructed according to the
most approved principles of hospital architecture, and will be furnished with every necessary appliance for heating, venti-
lation, etc. A spacious amphitheatre, seating more than 500 students, is provided for Clinical Lectures, which, with daily
visits to the wards, will form part of the regular services of the College.

For a Full Course, ... . . . ... $140
Matriculation Fee (paid once only,) 5
Graduation Fee, .. . ..... •. 30

STUDENTS WHO HAVE ATTENDED TWO FULL COURSES OF LECTURES ON ANATOMY, CHEMISTRY, MATERIA MEDICA

AND THE INSTITUTES OF MEDICINE, MAY BE EXAMINED ON THOSE SUBJECTS AT THE END OF THE SECOND COURSE,

AND, IF APPROVED, WILL, AT THE END OF THEIR THIRD COURSE, BE EXAMINED ONLY ON THBORY AND PRACTICE OF
MEDICINE, SURGERY AND OBSTETRICS.

A SUMMER COURSE of Supplementary Lectures is given, beginning 26th March, 1877, and extending through the
months of April, May and June. There is no additional charge for this Course to Matriculants of the College, except a
registration fee of five dollais.

The Annual Announcement will be sent on application to
J. B. BIDDLE, M.D., DEAN.
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]WENRY IL RtofiE,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DRUGGIST-CoR. QUEEN AND YONGE-STS.. TORONTO.

The following prices of a few of the leading requirements of the profession will serve as a guide to intending purchasers, subject te

market fluctuations, quality being esteemed of the tirst importance. Tinctures, Syrups and Liquors are kept In 8 oz bottles, and the pries
quoted includes the bottle. gr Terms Cash le.s 5 per cent. di.couit. Corrected to May lst, 1876.

Acid, Carbollc.. ........... .
Sulph. Ar.........8 oz. bot.
Hydrocyan.............

Ammon. Carb..............lb.
Bther, Nit.. ........... 8 oz. bot.

" "ip 0............
Antim. Pot. Tart.. .. O....... .
Argenti Nit. fus.. .... ...
Balsam Copaib.. ........ 8 oz. bot.
Bismuth, Car.. ............ o.
Cerli Oxalas.. .. "
Chloral Hydrate .
Chlorodyne ................ "
Chloroform................ lb.
Cinchon, Sul...............oz.
Ergot, pulv.. .. . .
Emp. Lytta............... lb.
Ext. Belladon..............oz.

Colocynth ....

Gentian............... "
" Hyosciam, Ang........
"Sarza Co., Ang.. ..

Nucis Vom.
"TaraXaCum.......

Fol. Buchu.. ...........
" « enna................. "

Oum. Aloes Soc.

"Acacia, cpulv.*1 .. .. ... .. "
Glycerine, pure ............. lb.
Ferri, AM. Cit.... .. ........ o.

" et Quin. Git.......... "
i Citro,phos.........

FerrumRedact..........
Hydrarg, Chlor... .... ..

C Creta...... "

0 07
0 20
0 23
0 25
0 22
0 33
0 28
0 08
1 30
0 63
0 30
Q 30
O 15
o 15
1 40
0 60
0 13
1 25
0 20
0 12
0 Q&
0 20
0 30
0 75
0 07
0 50
0 30
0 90
1 10
0 60
0 30
0 12
0 65
0 18
0 15
0 15
0 12

lodine, resub .............. 0 50
Jalapin......................
Lin. Saponis.. .. ........ oz. bot. 24
Liq.Ammon............... 17

Arsnic ................. 0 20
Bismuth ............... O 45

" Donovan .. .. 28
" OpiiSed..............
SPotass ................ 017

Mist. Ferri Co.. .......... 8 oz. bot. O 20
Morph. Sul.....!........... 4 50

S Mur................ " 450
01. Crotonis.............. " o 25

Jecoris Asselli.......... ib. U 25
olivie Opt.............. 30

Opium.............. ........ 70
Powd................ "

Pil. Aloes .................. gros O. 30
et Ferri.......... 030
Myr............ 038

Assafotid.............. 30
Cath. Co., U....... 045
Hydrarg, Mass........ lb. 1 00

" Subchlor. Co. grosa, o 30
Rhei. Co.............. "i 0 35
Podophyllin, Go.... .. .. 40

Plumbi Acet............ .... lb. O 25
Potass. Acet............... 0 60

S Bicarb.. .... ........ 35
" Brom0d......... .... 90
" Iodid............... "

Pulv. Creta Co.............. 7
" " C Opio.. .. 1 00

Ipecac.. .............. 300
c 40.............. "

Jalapa...... .... ...... " 0
Quine Sul.................. OZ. 2 60

A full assortment of Trusses, Shoulder Braces, Supporters, >&c., &c., at the lowest rates. Arrangements have been made for a constant
supply of reliable Vaccine--Scabs, $2 : Half-Scabs, $1. Enemas from 75c..

DR. RHODE'S
MEDICAL HOME.
F OR the Treatment of Paralysis, Deformities,

Spinal and Nervous Diseases, Epilepsy,
Convulsions, Hysteria, and al[ diseases of the
Brain, No, 298, Shawmut Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Office hours from 8 to i1 A.M., and from 2 to 5
P,M. Branch of the Institute. io8, Kendall street,
Boston. Prices of Board and Treatment at the
Branch jµstitute, from $40 to $6o a month.
Office hobrs at 1o8, Kendall street, from 1 i
A.M. tO 2 P.M., and from 5 P.M. to 8 o'clock P.M.

GEORGE W. RHODES, M'. D.,
Medical Director.

READ! DECIDE!! ACT!!!
Something every Physician wants. needs, and must have.
15,000 already sold. The great picture

"'Life and Death ,"
Pronounced by both press and public to be the greatest optical wonder
of the 19th century. It apparently represents two childreri in the bloom
of youth at play, but, upon viewng it from a distance, you perceive

A HUMAN SKULL. -
The Dublin Clinic says, " Every Physician should have it." Sent to

aay M.D. free for 50c.
Address, SCHAFER & CO.,

Youngstown, Ohio,

JOSEPH DAVIDS & CO.
CHEMISTS & DRUGGISTS,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

DR UGS, CHEM1CA LS, TR USSE$,
SURGICAL APPLIANCES, &c., &c.

PROPRIETOR oF DAVIDs' MOTH-PROOF LINEN
BAGS.

QUEEN'S OWN BOUQUET.
171 KING-STREET EAST, TORONTO.

,ht éanad ancet,
A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SCIENCE,
CRITICISM AND NEWS.

The independent organ of the Profession, and the largest
and most widely circulated Medical Journal in Canada.

l8sued promptly on the 1st of each month.

Subscription $3 per annum in advance. Single
copies 30 cents, for Sale by

WILLING & WILLIAMSON, TORONTO.

Al Communications containing Remittances, Drafts or
Post-Office Orders, to be addressed to J. FULTON M.D.,
Manager, Toronto.

8 c.
Rad. Rhei. pulvlb. 2 00
Santonine .. ............... O 64
Sdâ 'Bicarb.. .. I.. .. ....... 14

" Potass. Tart .......... .di O 32
Spir. Camphor.. .. .. .. .. .. .8 oz. bot. 28

" Ammon. CO .. .. 2..5....
Syr. Aurant............... 25

Codeia .. ............. 90
Ferri Iod.. .. .. 0........

" Strych. Phos. Co. ....
" Hypophos ............ 46

Phosph. Co.... .... .... 40
Seneg .. ............. 0
Scill ................ O 2

Tinct. Aconit .. .. 2..4........
" Arnica................ 024
" Calumb. .............. 020

Camph. Co............ f 20
Cardam. Co ........... d 024
Catechu . .. 020
Cinchon Co.......... . 2 024
Colch.Som.... 0 6
Digital.... 02
Ergot.. 0 30
Ferri Perchoor......... 0 28

«Gentian Co ............ ' 0 20
Hyoscam.." 0 20
odine.. 0 56

Nucis Vom.......< 0 24
:Opi. . . " 0 53
RheiC 0 30
Valer......... " 0 20
Verat Vir"............o. 024

lb. 02

Zinci.. " 0 20

Vn. Ipecac........... "ot. 040

Antilrn ................ " 0 20
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Improvea Revolving

SPINAL PROP.

(nrivaUed flà the treatment of
Angular Curvature, gives no pain,
restrains no motion, and makes no
show through the dreas.

ut above cut represents BAN-
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iNa Biucn Tiauu, applied. for the
retention of ifguina , fémoral
and umbilical hernia. Acts upon
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KECHANICAL SUPPORT
Es thé unquelified éndorsemént ot over krv
thouaand of th. leading médical men of this
country and Europe, and ha been adopted by
them in their practice.

PRACTITION ERS
B 1por 10 the Medical Journal and to u that
casés of

SPINAL DEFORIITIES

0 1

which have on through the whole catalogu oM
other Sp Prope, Corsets, m in Uap
porter and Pessaries,

YIELD READILY '
TO

Our System of Support.

Co.
4Î È tàa,

Fig. No. 14.

Improved Centripetal

SPINAL LEVER,

For lateral curvature of the opine.
The general action is to reverse the
body's weight, and so deprive

gravity of its depressing force.

Fig. No. 7.

The above eut representa TEU
Inaovan Annolinuz. suProBm ,
rMovin visceral weight, and cor-

= ctlng e truncal bearinpe, vhila
Sattachmen, B mme' INir-

1D BIUEOATED> UTENR EMAToE,
insu rting the v a l de au
on éaide, thus, whieêeloatg
thé vagina, retoring the
or ov"rtaxnd utérus [mithout touch.
Ing il] ta bts normal position.

I BANNING TRUSS AND BRACE CO., 704 Broadway, above 4th St,
No other cfEeo of Address. Send for Descriptive Pamphlet.

M. B.-The numbers of the above Figures réter to.Panphlet Nos., NOT to Descriptive List Nos.


